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.During the National Emergency only limited
supplies of

VITALITY BULBS
are now likely to be available.

I f  your Dealers cannot supply you with the type
you require, do let us have full particulars,
together with their name and address. because it
might just happen that we know of factors who

may be able to supply them.

Got it!

There’s an element of
luck in shopping too.
Here have I been look
ing for a certain cycle
accessory for weeks
and today I saw i t  in
Ha l f o rds  w indow .
Serves me right for
not going there first *

|(WuTOosiJ»JH
* ? M WOOD GREEN |

NEVILLE  »LACt . LONDON. N.22

CHEMICAL APPARATUS
POST FREE
APPARATUS

OFFER
10z6

INCLUDING
CHEMICALS

21'-
(England, Scotland
and Wales only).

Send I d .  stamped
envelope for  Price

List .
RE f  S f  (Scientific Dept. G). 60. High StreetO l - v rv  STOKE NEWINGTON. LONDON N.16
Booklet,  “Exper iments i n  Chemist ry , "  7d.  P.O.

EL ITE
GLIDER No. 2

36 inch span
COMPLETE KIT 9/1,  Post Free

Contents of K i t :  CUT-OUT RIBS.
DOPE, CEMENT, TISSUE STRIP. ETC.,

and FULL-SIZE PLAN.
A diamond fuselage machine wi th high
parasol wing mounting, cleverly faired
into the wing, giving SUPER STABILITY
and that long floating glide which seeks
and holds thermals. For its size, this
model Is unbeatable. Average duration
is of 45-50 seconds, without thermals,

off 100 foot tow line.

SOLIDS
SPITFIRES, HURRICANES, Etc., Etc.

from 2 '3  Post Free
SEND 3d. for NEW CATALOQUE
itluscTacing a FULL RANQE of KITS HALFORDS

CYCLES & MOTOR ACCESSORIES
TH, HAUOKO C.CU CO AtO ! <■<■« <« .«  I .  ’»-■>ELITE MODEL AIRPLANE SUPPLIES

14, Bury New Road, Manchester 8
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MODEL AIRCRAFT

International Model Aircraft have always been pioneers
in Scale Model Aircraft and although their experts have
been working hard on much more important winners than
Model Aircraft, we  look forward to the day when all the
latest models will once again be available to model
aircraft enthusiasts. These will include:—

A?  A
FROG Flying Scale Models, FROG Flying Scale Model R fk
Construction Kits, FROG "SENIOR" Flying Construction AM Gjl/A
Kits, FROG "PENGUIN" Non-Flying Scale Model Kits.

Trade » Mark
Regd.Sole Concessionaires:

LINES BROS. LTD.
TRI-ANG WORKS, MORDEN ROAD, LONDON S.W.19
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A POST WAR JOY

One of (he scale models u/e hope to put into production
as soon as ho5rilici« cease.

Mode l  enthusiasts o f  a l l  ages to-day “make  do ' *
w i th  the i r  pre-war  Basset t -Lowke mode ls ;  bu t
we  promise  you  tha t  as soon as circumstances
a l low  we  shall  pu t  in to  act ion our  plans fo r  mak ing
even better scale mode ls  tha t  w i l l  de l igh t  the
most exact ing.  Our  Staff i n  London or  Man-
chester  would  we lcome a visi t  from you  and  w i l l
gladly g ive  assistance on  any mode l  matters.

Wartime Steck List (Lf17). Price 4d.
"Building a 2 i"  gauge Flying Scotsman." Price 1/-.

"How to Build a Traction Engine." Price 6d.
"Laying Model Permanent Way." Price 3d.

All the above cost paid.

BASSETT- LOWKE LTD.
NORTHAMPTON

LONDON:  H l .  H igh  Ho lborn ,  W.C .1
MANCHESTER:  28. Corpora t ion  S t ree t .  4.

tfarns to  this

Webley

U-boat expeditions, convoy movements
and E-boat excursions a i l  come under
the watchful eye of the Fleet Air Arm,
whose cameras are loaded with Ilford
Film. Photography is indispensable to
the Navy and plays a vital part in sea
warfare. When this work is  done Ilford
photographic materials,  better than
ever 1 before, will come back into
general use again.

ILFORD makers of
LIMITED FILMS

i*| will be luctitiny
to supply sportsmen
the world over with
the i r  c e l eb ra t ed
WEBLEY AIR
RIFLES,  AIR
PISTOLS and
SPORTING GUNS

Webley &. Scott  Ltd.
Birmingham

England
(Est. ISO years ago)
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TWANG
TOYS

For some time past you have only seen the trade marks but we hope it  will
riot be long now before the world-famous toys appear once again in your local

toyshop or store.

Many happy hours are in store for girls and boys of all ages, but remember,
i t  wi l l  have to be a TRI-ANG TOY.

The illustrations underneath are just a reminder of what real toys look like.

LINES BROS. LTD.
World Famous
TRI-ANG TOTS

TRI-ANG CHILDREN'S CARS

TRI-ANG DOLLS' PRAMS

UNIQUE AND UNITY
CYCLE CO.  LTD.

FAIRYCYCLES
TRICYCLES 1

JUVENILE CYCLES

TRI-ANG "FAIRYCYCLES" (Regd.) TRI-ANG TRICYCLES (Regd.)
Made al  our famous Birmingham Works

LINES BROS. LTD.
AND SUBSID IARY COMPANIES

UNIQUE AND UNITY  CYCLE CO.  LTD.  PEDIGREE SOFT  TOYS LTD.

TRI -ANG WORKS,  MORDEN ROAD,  LONDON S.W.19
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ROUND THS WORLD WITH No 8

A town with a sinister
' reputation is Itu, not far
k from Calabar. Here on

the beach, a market was

GOLD COAST

held which supplied the New World with slaves. Even
in the early years of this century human sacrifice and
cannibalism were practised. For instance, just before
Mary Slessor, the famous Missionary, arrived there in 1902,
a chief had died; sixty of his slaves had been killed and
eaten! When it was possible, Mary Slessor used to ride
into the wilds of Africa — all alone — on a bicycle, to the
great astonishment of the natives ! To-day, of course, they
know all about bicycles and are as anxious as you are to
get a B.S.A. Unfortunately these famous machines are
still scarce everywhere — but here is a tip for you. Ask
your parents to have a word * -
with your local dealer. If you
are patient — your turn will come.

THE B/CYCLE YOU CAN’T  BEAT/
B.S.A. Cycles Ltd. ,  Birmingham, IL
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Next Month :  "DRIVING A DIESEL-ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE."

MECCANO
MAGAZINE zr

England March 1945

With the Editor
way, although trials had been marie at
various tijnes with locomotives incorpora-
ting turbines, notably the Beyer-Peacock
"Ljangstrom" turbine locomotive that
made some trips on the L.M.S. in 1927.
This, however, was a turbo-condensing
unit, whereas L.M.S. No. 6202 and the
new Pennsylvania engine have no con-
densing apparatus, the exhaust strtim
passing out of the chimney in the usual
way. Both in fact can be regarded as
normal locomotive designs in which the
cylinders and reciprocating motion have
been replaced by turbine drive.

The Pennsylvania engine is said to be
one of the simplest to operate that have
ever been built, in spite of the fact that
it is designed to be sufficiently powerful
to draw a full-length passenger train at
100 m.p.h. and high class freight trains at
high speeds. Both forward and reverse
movements at  all speeds are controlled by
a single lever actuating special pneumatic
control apparatus.

B.  O.  A.  Progress
Provisional figures issued by the British

Overseas Airways Corporation covering its
operations from January to December
1944, show a great expansion in every
branch of its activities. The total miles
flown by its aircraft during the year
amounted to nearly 19,000,000. an increase
of almost exactly 50 per cent, over the
total miles flown in 1943. The number of
passengers carried was approximately
101,000, an increase of more than 50 per
cent.; cargo carried showed an increase of
69 per cent., and mail of over 51 per cent.
Every day during the year B.O.A. aircraft
flew an average distance of over 51,000
miles, the equivalent of more than twice
round the world.

Since the war began the Corporation's
aircraft have flown more than 57,000,000
miles. _

Another  Turbine Locomotive
I t  is interesting to note that there has

recently been put in service on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad the first direct drive
steam turbine locomotive ever to he
constructed in the United States. This
has been designed and built by the Baldwin
Locomotive Works and the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, in
collaboration with the Pennsylvania Rail-
road. At the time of writing the new
giant is undergoing tests to detenu inc its
adaptability to the operation of Penn-
sylvania long-distance high-speed passenger
and freight services.

In incorporating direct drive from the
forward or reverse turbine through the
medium of reduction gears to the driving
axJ6, the new Pennsylvania engine is
similar to the L.M.S. "Turbomotive*’
No. 6202. This latter was the first of its
kind to be constructed by a British rail-
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The Gold Dredge at Work
Mining Placer Deposits

I N the famous gold -producing regions of
the United States and Canada the

precious metal is found in river gravel,
in what are known as placer deposits nr
placers. These gravels are the result of
the disintegration or breaking up of
quartz-bearing rocks under the action of
rain and frost, the debris being carried
away in the form of gravelly sand. The
fme gold may be left also in the beds of
dried-up rivers, and such deposits have
produced great wealth in California,

to get rid of lumps, and the cradle is
then rocked until the finer material passes
through the perforations in the drawer
into a wooden tray underneath. This
tray is fitted with cross bars, known as
"riffles/’ which intercept the gold.

These processes were effective, but crude
and slow. A great improvement was
brought about by means of the "sluice.”
a wooden trough tapering slightly at its
lower end, and fitted on the bottom with
riffles to catch the gold, A constant and

rapid flow of water is
maintained through the
sluice, into which the
dirt is shovelled. Some
of the riffles are charged
with mercury, which
forms an amalgam with
the gold, and in this way
the finest particles of
gold are saved. Some-
times several troughs
arc fitted together end
to end to form one
long continuous sluice.
The sluicing process is
allowed to continue
without interruption for
some weeks, and th ep
the  gold and  t he
amalgam are i emoved
from the riffles. The
gold in the amalgam

is obtained by evaporating the mercury
by the application of great heat.

When the surface deposits became
exhausted, panning, rocking and sluicing
became unprofitable, and to deal with
the deeper placers the process of hydraulic
mining or "hydraulicking" was introduced.
This process makes use of jets of water
at high pressure directed against a gravel
bank so as to disintegrate the gravel.
The high-pressure stream is obtained
either by bringing water through pipes or
troughs from some supply at  a considerable
height above the working level, or -by
means of powerful pumps. The debris
of the banks is washed down to each
sluice-box, where the gold is retained
by riffles or by amalgamation as already
described. *

We now come to the most recent method
of placer mining, in which enormous
mechanical dredges arc employed. A gold

A fine picture of a large placer dredge, showing typical construction. Our
photographs are reproduced by courtesy of  Ruston-Bucyrus Ltd., Lincoln,

England.

Australia and Siberia. Placer mining
therefore is quite distinct from vein or
reef mining in which the quarto-bearing
rock has to be mined at  great depths below
the surface.

The early prospectors got their gold by
"panning." In this process the gravel is
shovelled into a sheet iron pan about
18 in, in diameter at the top and 10J in.
at the bottom. The pan is filled up with
water and the contents are swirled round
so that the earthy matter is gradually
eliminated until only a small residue
remains, consisting of gold mixed with a
small amount of sand. This residue is
dried and the light sand is blown away,
leaving only pure gold. Panning is a
laborious process, and it was soon super-
seded by the "rocker/' a sort of cradle
about 3 ft. 6 in. long with a drawer having
a perforated iron bottom. Earth is thrown
into the drawer and Hooded with water
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A 17 Cu. ft. placer gold dred e operating in Siberia.

dredge is similar in operation to the bucket
dredges that are so largely used for
deepening and maintaining the channel
of navigable waterways. The first success-
ful dredge in North America for placer
mining was built by the Bucyrus Com-
pany. which took its name from the town
of Bucyrus in Ohio. This dredge was
installed on Grasshopper Creek, Montana.
As originally designed for electrical opera'
tion it was a continuous chain and link
bucket type' with a ladder length sufficient
to dredge to a depth of 25 ft. The. gravel
was run through a trammel which rejected
the large size rocks, the fines carrying
the gold being dumped into a well and
elevated by means of a secondary bucket
elevator to a sluice box on the upper
deck of the dredge.

The dredge started operations in 1895,
but serious mechanical
difficulties occurred im-
mediately. I t  was redesigned
and rebuilt during the
winter of 1895-96, and as
reconstructed ft worked
well. The success of this
dredge revived the flagging
spirits of placer miners and
led to the creation of a
great industry.

The main difference be-
tween a harbour or river
dredge and a gold dredge
is that the former deals
mainly with soft mud,
whereas the latter has to
cope with gravel, stones and
even fair-sized boulders.

This picture shows how the buckets of a dredge cot into and scoop up
the deposit.

For this task the gold dredge is fitted with
an endless chain of steel buckets travelling
around tumbler rollers placed at each end
of a steel box girder. The girder is pivoted
on huge roller boa rings so that it is able
to rise and fall, the hoisting and lowering
being carried out by a powerful winch
type hoist. The Bucyrus-Erie dredges
have buckets of from 4 to 20 cu. ft. capacity.

The gravel and mud scooped up by the
buckets is discharged on reaching the top
of the bucket arm and then passes through
various de-watering and concentrating
devices to a mercury amalgamator, in
which the gold is recovered by amalgama-
tion with the mercury. Finally the pure
gold is obtained by heat.

Our cover picture of a huge gold dredge
is reproduced, from a photograph kindly
supplied by Huston-Bucyrus Ltd., Lincoln.
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In the Cab of “The Flying Scotsman”
By Edward H. Livesay

them soft! Fancy driving "Lord of the Isles," say,
Gooch’s famous broad gauge 8-footer, in mid-winter,
at 70 m.p.h., with no protection at all, not even a
weather-board, or “spectacle-plate” as i t  was some-
times called. Yet those old-timers did it, and thrived
on it apparently.

The last touches having been given to her im-
maculate perfection, No. 1 came to life, ,and with
cylinder cocks squirting steam and water moved
oil with safely gait out of the Yard, with the crew
plus an Inspector and myself on the footplate. It
was fascinating actually to be riding a Stirling
8- footer after all these years! Out on to the main
line near Belle Isle Box, we then backed down
through smoky Gasworks Tunnel into King's Cross
and on to the waitihg train of “period” brown teak
coaches, also resurrected for the occasion. The
platform was crowded with enthusiasts, all anxious
to greet* the old veteran, and if possible travel behind
her to Cambridge. I would have done this too had
I thought of the excursion in time, but the prepara-

morning a good many years ago a little boy
stood on the up platform of Potters Bar station,

13 miles out of King’s Cross on the Great Northern
Railway. Suddenly, like a Jack-in-the-box, an engine
burst out of the black mouth of Potters Bar tunnel,
tossing a plume of white above it.' The spellbound
child caught a fleeting glimpse of a sleek, green engine
with bright steel rods flashing to and fro beside a
great driving wheel, and behind, a cavalcade of
brown, curved-roof carriages streaming by in a
haze of dust, to disappear down the line towards
Hatfield. Excited litter sprang up from the ballast
behind the swaying guard’s van, to be tossed, tumbled
and sucked along, whirled high in the air before
giving up its mad chase after the speeding train and
settling wearily down again between the shining
metals. The station wont to sleep once more, and
the little boy trotted home, well pleased. I t  was
17th May 1895; he had seen “7  he Flying Scotsman"
in full flight to Edinburgh, with a Stirling 8-ft.
single a t  its head.

The scene changes. It is
no longer Potters Bar station
in the nineties, but King's
Cross locomotive shed on
24th August 1938. The
little boy is as fond of
locomotives as ever, and
has come to the shed to
make close acquaintance
with L.N-E.R. streamlined
“A 4s,” on one of tvhich he
will be riding to Edinburgh
next day with "The Flying
Scotsman "

As you will have guessed,
I was that little boy, and
when going through the
shed with Mr. Simpson, the
Assistant Superintendent,
looking a t  ”A4s” and
“A tian tics” being groomed
and lit-up, he said “There's
an engine outside you might
like to see—’Old No. 1.' a
Stirling single. She's been
brought out of the Locomo-
tive Museum at York and
pul into running order, and is taking an excursion
train to Cambridge this morning.” And there she
stood, with the sunlight glinting on her glossy paint
and polished brass, a picture in green and gold,
looking as immaculate as she must have done when
fresh from the paint-shop in 1870.

“Would you like to go round to King’s Cross
station on her footplate—she's just pulling out?”
Mr. Simpson needn’t have asked! Climbing up into
the cab, I looked round. What a bleak, bare little
shelter, after the comfort and complexity of the
American cabs I had been riding in only a few weeks
before! Why, there seemed hardly anything there!
Surely they couldn’t have put everything back when
they let her out of the Museum? But they had —
engines were simpler in those days, and enginemen
were not used to luxury; and controls and fittings
were simpler too. There was a pull-out regulator,
a reverse lever, brake valve, W’ater and steam gauges,
injector, whistle and blower handles, but little else,
except sanding and damper handies. There were
two tip-up seats, or shelves rather; a modern con-
cession, certainly not fitted when the engine first
appeared. The cab was little more than an
exaggerated weather-board, ' so narrow, low and
open. Enginemen were a tough lot in those days.
Many claimed they didn't like cabs— they wade

“The Flying Scotsman" of 1888, put in order for special half-day trips in 1938.
The engine is G.N.R. 4-2-2 No. 1, the famous Stirling single-wheeler. Photo-

graph by courtesy of the L.N.E.R.
tjons for the “F/virtg Scotsman" run had put the
affair clean out of my mind, and every seat was
booked. However, the little trip on her footplate had
been a greater treat and privilege than Cambridge
and back behind her, so after taking a snap or two
I watched her pull out, to arid a few more miles
to the 1,400,001« already chalked up during her
active life.

Next day the "Flying Scotsman" trip brought me
back to the shed again to pick up No. 4491, “ Common -
wealth of Australia." First came introductions to
her two crews; one English, Taylor and Floyd, and
the Other Scottish, Maguire and Kinnear, after
whjch I stood Aside to watch the final touches being
given to lubricators, fire and so on —coal and water
had been taken on already. Floyd was busy in the
cab, and Taylor, with an oil-can, on the ground.
Time was up, so we piled into the cab and followed
yesterday’s trail round into King's Cross, No. 10
Departure platform, finding the usual little crowd
of well-wishers gathered to watch "The Flying
Scotsman" off on her 392- mile non-stop run to
Edinburgh.

9.45 a.m., ami 15 minutes to train time. Maguire
and Kinnear retired to the compartment next the
van reserved for the off-duty crew; I took a snapshot
and put a few queries to Taylor before settling down
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L.N.E.R, *'Commonwealth of Australia,” the locomotive on which the footplate trip described in this article was
made. Photograph by courtesy of the L.N.E.R.

in Floyd’s bucket seat, which he said he wouldn’t be
wanting for a while. I felt quite a thrill of anticipa-
tion at the treat in store for me that sunny summer
day. Floyd, watching from the cab door, caught
the wave of the Guard’s green flag, and with a
laconic "Right away!” turned inboard and busied
himself with injector and shovel. Taylor reached
forward, pulled the regulator, and with cylinder
cocks viciously hissing, on the stroke of 10 a.m.
“Commoriwi'af/A of Australia" moved away from the
platform into the sooty mouth of Gasworks Tunnel
with her 500- ton load behind her and 392 non-stop
miles in front of her.

Picking up speed rapidly, in spite of a brief slip
on the J in 107 gradient in the tunnel, quickly checked
with sand, we ran through
Hornsey, four miles from
the start, a t  rising 50
according to the Flaman
speed recorder tucked away
under my seat. The
acceleration continued up
the long 13-miie bank,
through tunnel after tunnel
—seven in that distance—-
until we roared through
Potters Bar and over the
the top at My child-
hood treat in reverse!
Then I had watched "The
Flying Scotsman" from the
Clatform —naic I saw the

lurred station buildings
stream by from the cab.
Was there a little boy
standing there, or was it
only my memory playing
tricks?

Down through Hatfield
we rushed, and out on to
the many-arched Welwyn
viaduct, shortly afterwards
picking up water from
Langley troughs, the first
of six refreshers taken en
route. Very simple. Floyd
stood ready at the handle,
and at a hail from Taylor
that we were over the
trough, round it whirled,
down went the scoop, and
in a matter of seconds a
thousand gallons or so were ,.r __  ____

By this time I had become used to my surroundings,
differing somewhat as they did from" those on the
North American engines with which 1 was most
familiar. The cab was very well arranged and free
from draught and heat, save right in front of the
firedoor, which was generally kept open, rather to
my surprise. Though the cab was less ronrny than
those across the Atlantic—the British loading-gauge

is 9 ft. by 13 ft. 3 in. as against 10 ft. 6 in. by
15 ft. 6 in. — it was in no way cramped, and the
bucket scat was very comfortable. The engine's
riding was admirable, and the balance of the 3-ryiinder
120-deg. drive so good that the motion was im-
perceptible.

1 was thoroughly enjoying the novelty of spinning
along over perfect British track when we swept
through Stevenage, and began the long descent to
Sandy. Floyd shouted in my car: “We’ll be going
pretty fast soon-watch the Flaman!” Bending
down, I saw the hand was moving steadily across
the dial, and I could feel the beautiful engine •
accelerating. From its action it was enjoying things
as much as I was. Like a race-horse extending itself

in a swinging gallop over
springy turf, No. -1491 was
doing just what she was

was
and

as much as I was. Like

intended to do—she
showing her heels, __
speed was rising steadily—
70 80-90, and wo roared
through Arlesey with a
crash of sound flung hack
from the station buildings
and footbridge as it flicked
overhead. Sitting snug in
Floyd’s seat, looking ahead
through the strip of safety
glass by the open window
or down at the ballast
streaming by beneath, I
felt a glow spread through
me, and I gloried in the
song of the wind as it
swept past.

Floyd’s job was much
easier than I had thought
it would be. Instead of
the firing being of the
“little and often” kind, it
seemed more the “good
deal and seldom”; 20 or
30 shovelfuls would be
followed by a 10-minntc
rest. Most fuel was placed
at the back of the box,
to shake down towards
the front, am! as this
method seemed quite simple
1 pleaded permission to
try rny hand at firing,

which was readily granted; he passed the shove!
to me with a smile, I wanted to be able to say I
had fired “7'Ac Flying Stfofswan”! I had fired on
threshing-engines on the prairie, in the stokehole
of the cruiser “ Rainbow'* during the First War, and
in minesweeping trawlers too, and "Commonwealth
of J tetfru/ia” would be another scalp at my belt.
But it proved a painful business, and after one or two
essays I gave it up. Thinking the cab was going to be

On the completion of the trip, at Waverley,
Edinburgh. From left to right the figures are
Taylor, Maguire, the author, Floyd and Kinnear.

up tn the tank.
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' hot —it wasn’t —1 had donned nothing hut overalls,
and when I turned to fill the shovel the fierce heat
from the fire-door struck right through and scorched
me. It was agony— I was being roasted to make a
fireman’s holiday.

Here was another familiar stretch — the embankment
beside the Ouse, nearing Huntingdon, where I Itad
learnt to swim long years ago. We roared through
the station, from which 1 had watched the 8-footers
nose and lurch over the points outside just, as we
w-.re doing, and go flying up the 1 in 200 bank to
Abbots Ripton. An easy bit for some miles followed,
through Peterborough and over Werrington troughs,
these making a second contribution to our water-
tank, and shortly after the long Stoke bank was
reached, down which so many ’spectacular speeds
have been recorded, including “Mallard's” 126 m.p.h.
Over the top at Stoke Box, and it was down, down
almost continuously for
over 2d miles through
Grantham and Newark
to Musk ham troughs.

A f t e r  a cau  t ious
negotiation of York’s
curved station the
’’change of watch”
took place, near Tol-
lerton, 198 miles from
London. Maguire and
Kinnear, now in work-
ing rig, came on to
the footplate, and after
exchanging a few
casual remarks on con-
ditions with Taylor
and Floyd, the latter
pair retired to the
compartment reserved
forenginemen off-duty,
4‘to citan, dinner and
.get their heads down,” as the Navy has it. The up

Flying Scotsman" flashed by near here, and I noticed
how little air disturbance occurred, thanks to the
-Streamlining, which evidently flings the air upward
more than sideways. Again I tried firing, this time
under Km near’s tuition, but again it was a failure — I
©ould not stand that roasting. Part of my anatomy
was already nicely browned; I did not want it overdone.

Hour after hour "Commonwealth" jogged along
at 65-70 ui.p.h.; it was all the schedule railed for.
For 10<i miles or so right from Retford neatly to
Durham the profile is extraordinarily easy, and
she made light of her job. Past Darlington, with
Stephenson’s “Locomotion A'o. 7*r on her pedestal,
the first engine to haul passengers on a railway;
on to Durham, with its glorious Cathedral and Castle
dominating the city, the fascinating run continued;
fascinating not only from a locomotive enthusiast’s
viewpoint, but also from a scenic angle. There was
nearly always something of interest to note both
inside and outside the cab, and 1 enjoyed every
moment. The tender-corridor came in very useful,
being used several times to break any possible
anonotony of a seven -hour non-stop run.

Little has been said about speed, regulator, cut-off,
and so on; there js no need to give a log as alterations
were so seldom made to the controls. The regulator
was kept wide open, and the cut-off generally left
a t  15 per cent, only lengthened slightly up gradients.
The load was only moderate for an “A4,” as was
the average speed. 1 should say that even a less
experienced driver would get all that was called
< r out of No. 4491. She was just playing with her

job, spinning along tirelessly, effortlessly, up hill,
down dale and on the level, no doubt right on
schedule or a trifle ahead of it. I don’t think we
were checked bv signals once.

Closing on Newcastle, the route became more
and more tricky. “The Flying Scotsman” snaked

, round curve after curve, clicking over a maze of
points, crossings and junctions. Not a high speed
stretch, this, which is why* the “Silver Jubilee” does
must of its spectacular running south of Darlington.

The former C.N.R. 4-2-2 No. 1, the famous single-wheeler preserved in York Museum
and put in running order again for special purposes in 1938.

Out over the Tyne we rumbled, on tn the King
Edward bridge, high above the riyer, looking down
on the grimy docks and building-slips that line its
banks. At Kiltingworth stood Stephenson’s ivy-
covered cottage, close to the track; then we began
to run out of smoke and grime into unspoilt country,
and the farther north we went the lovelier i t  became
Gradients stiffened, though they sec-sawed and
were mostly short, until at Alnmouth we hit four
miles of 1 in 170, and I saw Maguire reach for the
reverse handle. The exhaust note deepened; it had
generally been practically inaudible. Falloden flashed
by, with a level crossing and a “Halt,” where the
Grey family have—or had, at any rale— the right
to “Flag” any train they want to catch, l.uckcr
trough gave N’o. 449! another drink, the sixth since
leaving London, and she sped on like a giant refreshed.

We swept out on to the rnany-arched granite Royal

Border Bridge, across the Tweed, through Berwick
station, and almost at once struck another four-
milc bank of 1 in 190. I sniffed the air. What was
it— heather? Yes! There was the boundary board—
I was in Bonnie Scotland at last! Grant's House
is at the top of’ the long pull from Berwick; over
the peak there is a four mile drop at 1 in 98, the
Cockbiirnspath bank, the stiffest gradient between
London and Edinburgh with the exception of a
mile of 1 in 78 up into Waverley, Speeding down
this, and through the little tunnel near the top—-
th*1 last had beep Askham, near Retford, 219 miles
bark— the coast came into sight again, and was
followed to Dunbar, where the lines turn inland.
Running on intd Edinburgh, with the fire burning
thin and pressure dropping, we came to a stand in
Wa verity at 4.57 p.m. three minutes ahead of time.
The 392 miles from King’s Cross had been covered
non-stop in 417 minutes, at an average of 56.2 m.p.h

Returning to London next day, with the same
engine and the same crews, the run was just as
pleasant and uneventful. laylor almost promised
some real speed down Stoke bank, but on getting
there we were a little ahead of time, so nothing
spectacular was possible. "The Flying Scotsman's"
non-stop reputation has to be upheld a t  all costs;
even as it was, we found distant signals against
us once or twice south of Hatfield; brakes would
begin gently rubbing and the warning arms were
approached cautiously, with everyone apprehensive
of a stop. But always they would drop just in time
to prevent this disaster, off would go the brakes,
and the exhaust would beijin streaming over our
heads again. "Commonwealth of Australia” came to
rest in King’s Cross a t  4.55, five minutes early; 1
went round to the shed with her, to be greeted with
laughter in the Superintendent’s office; “You look
as if you’ve been working!” “So I have — that’s
why we got in five minutes ahead of lime!” “Well,
there’s lots of hot water. What did you think of
it all?” “Splendid—couldn’t have been better!”
Verily, that was the only possible judgment to pass
on this, my first run on a British express locomotive.
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Have You Ever Thought About This?
How Do Cranes Lift Huge Weights?

fixing their ends. Every time a pulley or rope is
added there is a reduction. With four pulleys a t
each end, two at the < riling and two at the frame,
the force called for is only a quarter of the loud,
with six it is only a sixth, and so on; if plenty of

* pulleys were usM a baby could hoist the heavi
weck:s wash without difficulty!

But there is a snag about p;ij ng up cluster* of
ropes and pulleys in this way. When two pulleys
arc used at each end, one at the top and one .it the
bottom, the ropes have to be p idled through twice

* the height by which the framework is raised. The
distance is multiplied again every time a pulley is
added. Suppose six pulleys altogether were used,
then the ropes would have to be pulled three times the
actual distance through- which the framework is-

raised. This would
require quite a lot
of rope. In . fact
t he re  wou ld  be
enough loose rope
lying about during,
hoisting to entangle
every member o f
the family, so most
people are content
with four pulleys.

Now cranes work
on exactly the same
principle. The rope
or wire cable from
the hoisting drum
does not simply pass-
over a pulley a t
the head of a jib.
but passes round
two or three pulleys
there and a corres-
ponding number in
a block to which
the lifting book is
attached. Suppose
that there are sijt
ropes or cables run-

ning up and down between two blocks. Then, if
a weight of one ton is being lifted, the actual pull
on each rope will be one sixth of a ton, that is only
a little more than 370 lb., leaving friction out of
account, and so a smaller motor or steam engine can
be used than w*ould otherwise be necessary.

SLOW PERHAPS, BUT SURE
Both small cranes turned by hand and enormous

cranes such as the 5(KJ-ton giant floating crane
"Mammoth" work according to this plan, the actual
pull on the rope or cable of the hoisting system
being reduced considerably below the weight to be
raised by passing it  round pulleys at the jib head,
and on the lifting block. There is one restriction,
of which a hint has already been given. The greater
the number of pulleys the farther the rope has to
travel, and of course the more cable is required.
Engineers have no difficulty in packing away tbe
cable nsed however many pulleys there are, ami
they leave nothing about for the cranemen .to trip
over. But they always have in mind that the load
is raised a t  a rate much slower than that a t  which
the rope is wound round the drum. In other words
to use a phrase that engineers often apply, what
is gained in power is lost in speed. This does not
matter much in the case of a crane, the chief pur-
pose of which is to do the lifting. The speed at
which it lifts usually is a point of secondary im*
porta rice.

T'  RAXES are among the things that we all lake
- for granted until uu<- da'v perhaps we realise

with what apparently little effort a crane will raise
a Inigo weight, in some instances one th.it seems to
be nearly equal to its own, or oven greater. We
notice their power first when we see nr read of great
filiating craiu s, MH li as the "Mammoth" and others
described in the ‘\W .1/,,*’ which can lift entire steel
bridges in the air. The bridges referred to of course
are not the size of Sydney Harbour Bridge, or the
Forth Bridge, but they arc big enough to spake
one wonder. The explanation of the power of cranes
that first springs to the mind when one does think'
about the problem is that the crane has a powerful
steam engine dr electric motor. This does help of
course, but cranes operated by a man turning a
handle like that of
a mangling machine,
can raise incredibly
heavy weights, too,
so that there is more
in it than that.

THE WRONG
WAY AND
THE RIGHT

Actua l ly  t he
solution is a very
simple one. of which
many in teres t ing
illustrations can be
found. Onb of the
best is the clothes-
drying rack that is
seen in kitchens,
suspended from the
ceiling. Some of
these take quite -t
l o t  of ho i s t i ng ,
'’specially when they
are fall of wet ■
clothes! Others go
up very easily, and
usually the ex pl a pa'
lion is that the latter have been put up by somebody
who really understands what is wanted. Those that
are difficult to hoist have ropes that pass over
pulleys screwed to the ceiling joists and are fastened
directly to the framework that is pulled up and
down. This means that the full weight is carried
by two ropes, one at each end, and it is this weight
against which the unfortunate owner of the con-
trivance has to pull.

Now see what a little thought can do! Suppose
that instead of being attached direct to the frame-
work the ropes are passed round pulleys on this
and carried up again to the ceiling to have their
ends fixed there. Now the load or weight is dis-
tributed at each cud over two supporting ropes
instead of one, and thus the pull on each rope is
halved. I l  is against the ptill or tension of the rope
that the user of the device has to exert his strength.
Clearly the tension is the same all along the length
of each rope, since in reality what we have called
the supporting ropes are only parts of the one
length. Thus to raise the framework a pull of only
half the total weight is needed.

GIVING PLENTY OF ROPE
There is nothing like making life easy, and the

scientist and the engineer can do much to get rid
of hard work fot us. The force required could be
red mod further by passing the ropes over more
pulleys, ou the ceiling and on the framework, before

A neat Meccano representation o f  a clothes
pulley, showing how the pull  required to
raise the frame on which the clothes are
hung is reduced to half  the weight Lifted.
This is done by using two pulleys at each
end, one on the frame and one on  the

ceiling.
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Fighters of the Red Air Force
By John W.  R. Taylor

is not known, hut is thought to be about three times
that of the German aircraft industry. Quantity has
not been achieved at the expense of quality, however,
and Russian fighters have developed technically to
an amazing degree in the past four years. The
latest—the LAGG-5—is very good indeed, and a

'T'HE Red Air Force has always been shrouded by
the Russians beneath a veil of secrecy, and

consequently few details of its equipment have been
published in the aeronautical press. But the results
achieved in more than four years of war against the
Luftwaffe have proved that this secretey is not designed
tn hide faults. On the contrary,
i t  has enabled the Russians to
spring surprise after surprise on
the Hun, with the result that
the Luftwaffe has never known
what to expect next.

Before going into a detailed
study of recent Red Air Force
fighter aircraft it is well to recall
a few of the more important
considerations that govern the
design and performance of these
machines. The big difference be-
tween the Red Air Force and
*Hbc other R.A.F.** is that the
Russians do not regard their air
force as a separate offensive
weapon. It is essentially a tactical
force, striking hard and fast in
support of the Red Army, attack-
ing enemy troops and transport,
bombing airfields and supply
lines, but never waging a long-
term strategic policy in the
manner of our Bomber Command,
Thus, while the Royal Air Force
has been crippling German in-

YAK [1-26) fighters leaving the assembly shop at the Soviet "‘X** aircraft
factory.

dustry and transport a t  home,
the Red Air Force has dealt effectively with the
products of that industry* at the front. An interesting
fact is that Britain and Russia were about the- only
countries in the world to develop night fighters arid
night fighlifig tactics. Consequently. when the
Luftwaffe attacked Moscow in strength, by night as
well as by day, the YAK-1s and MlG-3> co-operated
with the anti-aircraft gunners so effectively that few
bombers were able to penetrate the defences ‘of the
capital.

Production naturally suffered when the factories
were transferred logk, stock and barrel to behind the
Ural Mountains during the German advance of
1941-2, But designers and workers alike have put
their backs into the job of turning out as .many
aircraft as possible since then, and output has reached
incredible proportions. The exact production figure

match for any Him aircraft.
Wooden construction is employed extensively, as

the vast forests of Russia can provide all the materials
necessary. In addition a wooden aeroplane takes
less time to build than a metal one, and is easier
to repair in the field. Russian fighters, although
tricky to fly, arc invariably very manoeuvrable; but
until recently the lack of a really powerful engine,
and the ufee’of a lower octane fuel than that used
by Britain or Germany, have prevented any spectacular
performance figures.

When Germany invaded Russia on 22nd June. 1941,
the Luftwaffe expected to be matched against obsolete
biplanes of the 1-15 “Cha to" type and squat 1-16
“Rata" monoplanes, similar to those used in the
Spanish Civil War. Instead the Hun found his
Messerschmitts laced by a new scries of fast,

manoeuvrable low wing mono-
plane fighters of advanced
design, flow by pilots who
knew how to get every ounce
out of lheir machinoa.

The first of these was the
1-17, a heat little fighter powered
by an SfiO h.p, M-100 (Hispano
Suiza) engine, and armed with
a high-velocity 20 mm. cannon
firing through the airscrew hub
and four wing- mounted machine-
guns. Designed by N. N.
Polikarpov, the I-17 was alL
metal and had a top -speed of
300 m.p.h. An unusual feature
was the use of a retractable
radiator under each wing, made
possible bv the use of a new
engine coolant discovered by the
Red Air Force’s technicians.

Ju*l two months after the
invasion of Russia, No, 151
Wing of the Royal Air Force,

The YAK-9 fighter, shown here, has a top speed of about 390 m.p.h., and is
the fastest Russian warplane.
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after his visit to Russia m
late 1941. I t  is a later
version of the MIG-1, the
only notable difference being
the provision of an enclosed
cockpit instead of the open
cockpit of the earlier machine.
Powered by the 1 200 b.p.
AM-35A liquid-cooled engine,
the MIG-3 can fly a t  36n
m.p.h., and most of the
leading squadrons of thirRed
Air Force were equipped
with MIG -3s until quite
recently. Like the YAK-1,
the KnG-3 is of composite

„ construction, as both the
fuselage and wings arc
cove red  w i th  p lywood,
a l t hough  some  of t he
structure is mrtal. This
practice of combining wood
and metal construction is
most unusual but appears
to be quite efficient.

The LAGG-3, also designed
by a committee, under
Lavochkin, is the latest

Russian fighter about which detailed information is
available. It is built entirely of wood, apart from Its
duralumin engine cowling, and has been described
officially in this country as "well streamlined with a
remarkably smooth finish." Like the YAK-1, the
LAGG-3 has an M-I05P engine which gives it a top
speed of about 350 ru.p.h. It suffers from the fault
common to small, high-powered aircraft in that it
is tricky to fly. In particular it tends to spin in a
sharp turn. This has been partly cured by the use
of slotted wings, and does not appear to have greatly
a fleeted the LAGG-3's usefulness. Every lesson
taught by the war in the air has been built into this
fighter. The fuel tanks are self-sealing, and exhayst
gas is fed into them to reduce fire risk; heavy 9 min.
thick armour plate is fitted behind the pilot’s seat,
and comprehensive radio equipment is carried. Sur-prisingly, neither the windscreen nor (he h<xxl are
bullet-proof, and there is no provision for jettisoning
the hood in an emergency. For the 20 mm. Shpitalny-
Viadimirov cannon 120 rounds of ammunition are
provided and 220 rounds for each of the two 12.7 mm.

MIG-3s of the Red Air Force in a wintry setting.

equipped with "Hurricanes," arrived at Murmansk.
The “Hurri" soon made a tremendous hit with the
Russians because of its sturdy construction and great
fire-power. Pilots of the Red Air Fleet, trained by
pilots of 151 Wing, finally took over the “Hurricanes,"
and since then thousands of these magnificent little
fighters have been sent to Russia. They have played
a leading part in the defeat of the Luftwaffe in the
East, particularly as escort fighters for itormovik
dive-bombers.

Apart from its great success in action, the
“Hurricane" has had a profound influence on Russian
design, and nearly all of the recent fighters produced
in that country bear a distinct family likeness to it.
With the exception of the radial-engined LAGG-5,
the LAGG, MIG, fend YAK series are all low wing
monoplanes with in-line engines, inward-retracting
undercarriages, enclused cockpits fitted with rearward-
sliding hoods, and have their radiators in the same
position as that of the "Hurricane."

The three basic types from which all the later Red
Air Force fighters have been developed are the
YAK-1, MIG-1, and the LAGG-3.
The YAK-1, designed by Alexander
Yakovlev, is covered almost en-
tirely with plywood, only the
control surfaces being fabric-
covered. The monocoque fuselage
is moulded in two longitudinal
halves like that of the “Mosquito,"
and in contrast to most Russian
fighters the roomy cockpit is
placed well forward. The YAK-1
has a 1,100 h.p. M-105P engine
which gives it a speed of about
345 m.p.h. A 20 mm. cannon is
mounted between the engine
cylinder blocks, firing through the
airscrew hub, and a machine-gun
is carried in each wing. In ad-
dition the YAK-1 was one of the
first Russian fighters to be fitted
for carrying rocket bombs under
its wings. These vary in size up
to about 250 lb., but the usual
type weighs about 56 lb. For
winter operations the YAK-1 can be put on skis.
The YAK-9 is basically similar to the YAK-l, the
most noticeable refinement being the “bubble” hood.
A much more powerful engine, stated by Sweden
to develop 1,800 h.p-, gives the YAK-9 a speed of
about 390 m.p.h., making it  the fastest Russian
warplane.

The MIG-3, designed by a committee under Ing.
Guriev, was first mentioned by Lord Beaverbrook

The LAGG-3, the latest Russian fighter aircraft about which detailed
information Is available.

Deresin machine-guns. Three 56 lb. rocket fragmen-
tation bombs can be carried under each wing, and
these have proved very effecllvfe against the
Wehrmacht’s panzer divisions, lorries ami defence
positions. In fact it has been stated that this bomb
will penetrate up to 7 in. of armour-plate.

The latest Russian fighter reported in action—
the LAGG-5— differs little from the LAGG-3, but has
the new 1,600 h.p. M-2 (Continued on page 106)
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L.N.E.R. Class “D7” 4-4-0 No. 5706, built in 1891 for the Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire Railway and
used on the Cheshire Lincs. The class is now extinct.

Railway News bone) extension in 1899. To-day a most' interesting
variety of L.N.E.R. and L.M.S, passenger and goods
locomotives is to be scan on C.L.C. tracks, par-
ticularly tn the vicinity of Stock port.

Stone for Track Ballast
Most readers will lie familiar with the white or

grey “ballast” that is used to build up the bed on
which railway sleepers arc laid. To a great extent
this consists of < rushed stone or granite chippings,
and hundreds of thousands of tons of such materials
are requiretj annually in order that British railway
tracks may be maintained at their usual standard
of perfection.

The Southern Railway operates its own quarries
at Meldon, on the northern fringes of Dartmoor,
where tough stone is blasted away in large quahtities
by explosive charges about once a month, and is
their conveyed to grading, < rushing, and washing
plants within the workings by means u f a  11? ft.
gauge light railway powered by Diesel Imo motives.
The finished chippings or aggregates, which are
used also for platform surfaces and vonstnK'tional
pmjjoses, are then stored in big bins beneath xvhh b
trains of 10 bogie steel hopper wagons are Yiln by
gravity for loading. Those specially built wagons
are very fine vehicles, 32 ft. Jung; they run on eight
wheels and are vacuuhi as welt as h.tmf Krtiked.
They have a capacity of 40 tons, so that a train
conveys 400 tons of material, rn ruling usually at
fast goods speed hauled by a 2-6-0.

Huge L.M.S. Troop Movement
I t  is now officially announced that on an occasion

early in 194-1, when special troop and munition
traffic was already heavy, ami normal passenger
and freight 'services were adding considerably to
track occupation, the L.M.S, were required a t  very
short notice to provide 167 extra special trains for
an arriving contingent from overseas. The move-
ment required 334 locomotives, 447 drivers and
firemen, 1,700 carriages and 35u vans. Some destina-
tions Were ovvr 400 miles away, yet the extra specials
passed without hindrance or delay, thanks lo the
efforts of the control officers, -working in conjunction
with those of other lines whose routes might be
affected. The distances covered by these trains
totalled 26,222 miles, the whole job being completed
in the remarkable time of 73 hours. I t  was the
largest concentrated troop movement ever under-
taken by the L.M.S.

American Railways In Wartime
The railways of the United States cover approxi-

mately 230,000 miles and are manned by a staff
of 1,270,000. Class 1 lines, the principal ones, owri
42,000 locomotives and If million freight cars with
an average capacity of 5(H tons. The number of

The Cheshire Lines
The Cheshire Lines Railway is unique. The letters

**t.L.C," are familiar on carriages and wagons, as
well as on timetable or notice boards. The line
books and carries an enormous amount of traffic in
busy North west England, including Lancashire; it
owns the large arid important Central termini in
Liverpool and Manchester and 140 miles of track,
vet no locomotives! There is a separate Cheshire
lints management and full range of operating staff,
proud of their railway’s fine tradition of punctuality
and service; yet in some ways the v'.L.C. is not a
railway in its own right because these initial letters
stand .for Cheshire Lincs Committee.

.The Undertaking was originally incorporated under
the combined auspices of the former Great Northern
and Manchester. Sheffield and Lincolnshire {later
Great Coiitrali Railways, though soOn afterwards
the Midland joined as third partner. From 1866
to 1922 supreme control was jointly in the hands
of those three companies, each of which worked
its o\yu trains on C.L.C, metals. Since 1923 the
L.M*S. and L.N.E.R. have similarly been the joint
parent companies. The Manchester, Sheffield and
Lincolnshire and Great Central provided locomotive
power for C.L.C. trains, a\id this arrangement has
been Continued by the L.N.E.R , the lines and
services of which link with the C.L.C. iu order to
serve Manchester (Cent rath Liverpool (Central),
Chester, Southport and other points of importance
in the Merpeyside and Wirral areas. The Great
Central section also reaches Manchester over its own
hues into London Road terminus, part of which
station is owned and operated by the L.M.S. Western
Division; the latter company’s Midland trains, how-
ever. can only reach central Manchester by means
vf the C.L.C.

We illustrate one of the -14 0 types long familiar
on  Cheshire Lines secondary duties but now extinct.
It was G.C. class “2,” L.N.E.R. class “D7,” and
had a boiler similar to the present “JIO” 0-fi-ii,
but driving wheels 6 ft. 9 in. in diameter. A weather
board for tender first running had been fitted, also
an L.N.E.R. chimney. The larger and somewhat
newer engines of the sister “D6” class, with 7-ft.
'driving wheels and piston valves, operated the
Liverpool -Manchester "Punctual” expresses for over
40 years, and some of them with new superheater
boilers are still taking an important share, although
designed iu Queen Victoria’s Jubilee year of 1897.
Tn their original state, with stovepipe chimneys,
these eminent little engines shared the express workings
on  the opening of the Nottingham-London (Maryle-
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“A 12" U-4-2 No. 64 1 of the Adams "Jubilee” class
was seen leading “Ql”  0-6-(J CIO on a heavy special
passenger train; another “A 12” in company with a
“T9” "Greyhound” 4-4-0 presented quite an old
London and South Western picture; while Brighton
“B4” 4-4 0 No. 2062 assisted “VI”  2-6 fl No. '1903
front Tonbridge to Charing Cross on an 1 I -coach
express ex- Margate and Dover. The “B4” in the

third example had worked
from London Bridge to
Tonbridge by way of Ox-
t ' d  and Tunbridge Wells,
a id would qrdtnardy have
stood by at Ton bridge
until next day; such a
Central Division type on
the Eastern main line is
exceedingly rare between
Sevenoaks and Charing
Cross.

The latest scrapping
news shows that inroad
have been made into
four different classes,
though at the moment
to the extent of only,
one engine from each
Two L.B.S.C, 4 4 2Ts-
withdrawn are Nos, 260ff*
and 2024. No. 2600 le-
an "J  l x "  rebuilt from tfre
"11” class rather un-
successfully introduced in

1906, with 5 ft. 6 in. driving wheels, for; puter
suburban services, and long familiar on the Ox ted
lines. No, 2024 belongs to the once fatuous ”13”
series of express tank engines which 20- 30 years ago
shared principal main line duties in Sussex with
the “Atlantics," 4-4-0$, and big 5ix- coupled tanks.
In 1909 No. 23, now 2023, of that class gave an
excellent .performance when working ”7*Ai
South Express" through between Brighton and Rmrbv
alternately with "Pr> cursor” L.N.W.R, 4-4-0 tender
locomotive “Titan " during a test period.

From the Eastern Section the first "D”  4-4-0
to go is No. 1742, built-in 1903 for Continental boat
trains with Mr. Wainwright's mart express engine
finish, including cupper-capped chimney, polished
brass dome, splasher headings, and numbers on
the cab sides. Perhaps more surprising is the with-
drawal of No, 1747, a "DI”  rebuilt from "D’*< in
J 921 with new boiler, superheater and piston valves
for fast Margate line services,* * * «

Recently a gang of six rncn t*x>k up in 41 hrs. a
half-mile section of L.M.S. track where subsidence
dur to mining had taken place. After levelling, the
track was replaced and opened for traffic in, just
three days.

L.M.S. No. 6252 "Ci ty  of Leicester" showing the latest development of the non-
slreamiined series of 4-6-2 "Coronation" class locomotives. This engine is the
last of four, Nos. 6249-52, built during 1944, all w i th  double blast pipes and

chimneys. Photograph by courtesy of the L.M.S.

passengers carried in 1942 was 667 million, a huge
in* reuse over 194L Military traffic in 18 months
involved the movement of 2U million service men,
with »n average journey of no less than 850 miles,
and SO iiiillirm tons of Army freight aho were’ con-
veyed. Figures regarding freight and passenger train
loading, also locomotive mileage, rose considerably
during the year under review, thus demonstrating

the importance in America, as here, of "The Lines
Behind the Lines.”

Southern Locomotive Noles
Observation in Kent recently revealed No, 1316

still on local freight duty from Ramsgate. Among
numerous veterans she is now the eldest engine on
the Eastern Section, arid one of the very few early
South Eastern ”0" class to be rebuilt as now appearing
with “01” domed boiler, having long survived all
contemporaries. as hex building date was 1882.
No, 1779, of the “I.” 4-4-0 class, is still resplendent
in malachite light) green paint, being evidently
in such good trim externally when recently going
through shops that the peacetime ‘ finish needed
only touching up.

“Pacific” 21C 7 and Commonwealth/'
usually stationed at Salisbury, created a stir last
Autumn by being the first 4-6-2 to appear in traffic
on the Eastern Section. She was then working
ordinary trains between Victoria and Ramsgate as
a preliminary to a “boat express” trial with eight
empty corridors and four Pullmans from London
to Dover and back, when some notable uphill work
was performed.

A new scries of unsireamlined “Pacifies” of lighter
construction’ is to be put in hand,
numbered 21C 101 up, largely for
the steep Exeter-Ply mouth section,
which has for many years been
worked by 4-4-0 and 2 6-(J classes
of moderate dimensions, as no
locomotive of greater size or
power has so far been permitted
on the west or north Devon
lines. The yiain line electric
locomotive CO has been engaged
in further express or semi-fast
test trips from time (o time, as
well as regular freight haulage
on the Mid-Sussex line, 11 is
now painted bright green as for
coaching stock, with yellow bands,
shaded gilt lettering and red
buffer beams. Another may be
built shortly.

Several unusual examples of
double-heading havp been re-
ported, including some ancient
and modem contrasts. For instance

S.R. Class "13" 4-4-2T No. 2027. The first of this famous class o f  express
tank engines has been withdrawn. Photograph by W.  G. Boyden.
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Facts About  Steel
II—Heat Treatment and its Effects

By Eric N .  Simons
instead of having to stock at great expense a large
number of different steels, he needs only to stock one
steel, which cuts down his steel bill considerably.

Again, there are certain steels which, if kept for a
period, gradually become brittle, or “age" as it is
called: or a l  all- events they differ in mechanical
properties after a certain time from those they showed
when first received. You will realise that this can
be extremely awkward for the steel user. If he has
bought a steel because it possesses a certain definite
strength and other properties, i t  is disconcerting
and troublesome to find, when he takes a sheet of
it  out of stock a few months later, that it no longer

possesses these properties to the required
degree. Now the steelmaker has found
that steels of this kind can be artificially
“aged” by giving them a specific heat
treatment. This means that if hr
produces steels to meet a certain demand,
he can heat-treat them before they
leave his works, and "age*1 them arti-
ficially by this* means, after which they
will not change any more. The user
receiving this steel then knows that its
properties will remain stable and will
not change, however long he may keep
it in stock.

The three most important heat-
treat merit operations on steel are how-
ever hardening, tempering, and annealing,
and wc shall try to describe these simply.

To harden a steel properly is a
scientific operation calling for a precise
knowledge of the correct temperature
to which the steel must be heated in
the furnace chosen. One great difference
between cooking by mother and heat-
treatmrnt by the steelmaker or user is
that mother more or less guesses at the
temperature of the oven she is using.

Now steel is much more expensive
than meat. Some steels cost eight or
nitre or ten shillings a pound, and so a

great deal more depends here on the result of heat-
treatment. Thu steelmaker cannot, therefore, afford
to guess the temperature of his furnaces. Not only
this, but the temperatures for the heat -treatment of
steel are much more “critical" than for meat. In
other words, whereas 10 or 20 degrees difference
between the ovuu temperature on Monday and that
on Tuesday will not much affect the joint, a similar
difference in treating steel may make all the difference
between a sound and a ruined bar or casting. The
steel treater cannot dispense with accurate knowledge
of the temperature of his furnaces, and for this reason
there have been invented the most ingenious and
valuable instruments for measuring furnace tem-
peratures.

I t  is quite true that before these instruments were
invented the steel treater had to rely on his eve
alone, together with his skill and experience, for
determining temperatures, and he often had .amazing
powers in this respect. There are still men who can
tell with remarkable accuracy the temperature of
a furnace by looking at its interior. But in those
days the steels dealt with were much less complicated
than those used to-day and the treatment tempera-
tures were not nearly so critical. Consequently, a

.variation of a few degrees m the guess was less serious.
To-day, as little as 10 degrees may be important,
so that even the good guesser is glad of a pyrometer
ur temperature-measuring instrunfcnt to correct or
confirm his clever guesses.

A modern heat treatment shop showing furnaces and
tanks. Courtesy, Edgar Allen and Co. Lid.)

but all good tool steel has to be so treated, and many
other steels, such as those used for aircraft engine anti
motor-car engine parts, those used for magnets, and
so forth, all have to be treated in one way or another
before they are fit for use.

Wiiy is steel heat-treated? And what does this
treatment do to it? The answers tn these questions
i t  is hoped to give in the following lines. Most steels,
when they are first produced, are relatively soft. 1'or
many purposes they need to be made harder, and
one of the most vital of heat-treatment processes is
known as  “hardening." Sometimes a steel that is
hard needs to be re-softened, so that certain work
may be done upon it that its hardness would other-
wise prevent. Sometimes the cooling down of a
large mass of steel, such as a steel casting, leaves
the metal in a dangerously stressed and strained
condition, and it  has been found that by heat-treating
it  in a special way, these strains and stresses can be
gradmdly cased off and removed. The kind of heat
treatment is, then, largely dependent on what it is
desired to du to the steel.

Sometimes i t  is desired to cut down,, if possible, the
number of steels of different compositions used in a
works, and it has been found that certain of the
alloy steels, given different types of heal -treatment,
will develop quite different properties, so that one
and the same steel can be used for quite different
purposes if only the heat treatment is varied. Thus it
is important to the steel user, because i t  means that

\ r i lEN mother re> elves the joint from the butcher,
* ' she does nut set it down on the table in lire raw

slate for fa th4  to carve. Instead she cooks it — that
is she places it in a furnace called an oven, heats it
to a temperature that she knows \ by long practice
to be correct, maintains that temperature for a
Sufficient time, and then lays it "done to a turn”
on the table to be sliced up for the family. In steel-
makers’ language, mother has “heat-treated" the
joint, and when a steelmaker talks about heat-treating
steel he means very much the same thing as mother
does, only he docs not call it “cooking."

Not all steel is heat -treated before it is sent away.
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been cold -worked in some way, for
example by hammering or rolling. In
annealing, the temperatures are usually
higher than for tempering, though not
so high as for hardening, and the effect
is one of softening the steel. In fact,
the reader should substitute the word
softening for annealing if he wants to
form a clear picture in his mind of
what this operation does. In many old
historical novels, writers with little
knowledge refer to knights with trusty
"well-annealed" swords. Well-annealed
swords would do relatively little damage
to the enemy, because the blade would
be too soft to cut.

Users often want a steel in the soft
state, so that they can turn, shape or
bore i t  in the machine. Annealing
softens it for them. But it does other
things as well. It liberates the metal
from those internal stresses that have
been set up as a result of hot -working,
for example rolling, forging, casting,
pressing, die-stamping, etc. But anneal-
ing has no connection whatsoever with

hardening and tempering. It is essentially a hardness-
removing operation.

A very similar form of treatment is "normalising."
The difference between this and annealing is relatively
small. In annealing, the steel is heated to the right
temperature in a furnace, and allowed to cool down
in the furnace. In normalising, it is removed from
the furnace and allowed to cool down in air. Nor-
malising gives ordinary steel a much greater degree
of tensile strength than will annealing, and it improves
otjier mechanical properties of the material.

A steel treatment furnace is a scientifically built and
designed instrument. It may be heated by coal, gas,
petroleum, oil, or electricity. Gas —which may be
either "natural," obtained from the town’s supply,
or specially produced by suitable plant at the steel
works itself— and electricity, are the most commonly
used.

Of late years a good deal has been learned about
controlling the atmosphere inside heat- treat meat
furnaces. If no attempt at control is made, there is a
tendency for the steel in the furnace to become
oxidised, that is oxygen from the air in the furnace
combines with the iron in the steel to form iron
oxide, so that the steel is left with a scale on the
surface which makes matters more difficult in the
later stages, blankets off the (Continued on page 106)

Quenching manganese steel casting.

The hardening of steel is carried out by heating
the steel to exactly the right temperature for that
steel, holding the temperature long enough for the
heat to penetrate right through the material, and
then swiftly plunging it into some form of cold
hardening medium. This may be cold water, cold
brine, cold or slightly warmed oil, or even a blast of
cold air, The hotter the steel before it is quenched
in this way, the greater the eventual hardness, and
the lower the ductility. But this point must be noted.
There are certain temperatures beyond which the
steel must not be healed, or it will be spoiled. Hence
the importance of knowing the right heating tem-
peratures.

The speed with * which the steel is cooled in the
quenching medium is another important factor. If
this speed varies, the hardness of the steel will vary.
Why does this quenching harden steel at all? Put as
simply as possible, the heating makes certain changes
in the structure of the steel, that is the way in which
its molecules are arranged; and the drastic quenching
"freezes” this desirable structure, so to speak, so
that it remains even after the steel has grown cold.
Another point to be remembered is that the mass
or bulk of the steel affects the hardness. Small
pieces can be made much harder than bulky pieces-
l‘he reason is that the larger the piece, the longer
it takes the chilling effect of the quench to pene-
trate into the interior; and the heat of the interior
is extracted more slowly, so that the structure is
not frozen so completely, as at the surface.

Tempering is a highly essential operation with
mpny steels because the hardening operation often
leaves them in top brittle a condition for. service.
Tempering consists of reheating the hardened
steel to a much lower temperature than the
hardening temperature, and then letting it cool
down. There are two types of tempering. In
one, the temperature of reheating is- low*. I t  is
used for carbon tool steels, and it leaves the
hardness almost unaltered, but takes away the
brittleness. In the other, the temperature of
tempering is considerably higher, up to 650 deg. C.
This is used mostly for constructional steels, which
have to be tough and strong, yet able to resist
sudden shock and fatigue. As the tempering
temperature increases, hardness of the steel declines,
but its toughness and ductility are improved. The
tempering operation can be completely controlled,
M) as to yield whatever combination of hardness,
strength and toughness is desired. That is why
it  is such a useful operation. I t  enables the steel-
maker to pick the right qualities for his steel as a
football captain picks his team.

Annealing must not be contused with tempering.
Tempering always means a reheating, usually after
hardening or quenching, or after the steel has An  annealing stove for tool steel bars.
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The World's Largest Flying Boat

“Mars” in the air. The crew of about 15 includes three pilots and two navigators.

“Mars," the world's largest flying
boat, was built as an cicpcrimenLal
Patrol-Bomber, but later was con-
verted into a naval cargo transport
and in this capacity is in service
with the U.S. Navy. Its first
service flight was a 4,375 miles
non-stop "hop" over the Atlantic
from a Naval air station in Mary-
land to Natal, Brazil, with 13,000 lb.
of mail and freight for the armed
Forces. This 62 i- ton giant has a
wing span of 200 ft,, is 170 ft. long
and ha$ two decks. The upper or
flight deck and part of the lower
or main one are "pressurised" for
comfortable travel a t  great heights.
I t  is titled with four 2,000 h.p.
Wright "Duplex Cyclone" engines.

Looking forward along the flight deck. On the left is the navigator's
instrument panel and table, and on the right the wireless operator's
post. The stand-by pilot has a table and chair between the navigator’s

position and the cockpit.

Another view of the world’s largest flying boat in flight.
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BOOKS TO READ
Here ;t’t' review books of interest and of use to readers of the “Jf.AZ." H’iM the exception of
those issued by the Scientific and Children's Book Clubs, which are available onlv to members,
and certain others that will be indicated, these should be ordered through a bookseller. can
supply copies to readers who are unable to place orders in this manner, Order from Book

Department, Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13, adding (id. for postage.

Copies of the book can be obtained from Mr.
Rixon Bucknail, 7-1,, Witlcy Court, Woburn Place,
London W.C.l, price 3/9 post free.

“TENTS IN THE WILDERNESS”
By J .  E.  Ltrs (Harrap. 7/6 net)

There arc still Indians in the snowy wilderness of
Labrador, trapping fur-bea ring animals on their
hunting grounds throughout the Winter and travelling
in the Summer to the posts of the Hudson’s Bay
Company to trade, their skins for guns and am-
munition and other necessities. These are the
Naskapis, and in this fine book we have the story
of one of them. Pine, a boy of 14. who at that early
age becomes a capable hunter, alive to the dangers
and responsibilities of the life ‘followed by his tribo.

We meet Pirre first with other members of his
family at the Summer en-
campment, where he takes
part in the bargainings that
accompany the purchase of
goods from the agent of
the Hudson's Bay Company.
Then we travel with him
by canoe into the wilds
where the family hunting
ground is situated, and
there we sec how he achieves
manhood by regular hunting
and trapping hi the snow,

by killing his first bear, and by going to the aid
of other Indians overtaken by misfortune. The
reader finds the story of (he boy and his various
companions of the deepest interest throughout, and
from their activities learns much about Indian < us toms,
and their ways of making canoes, snowshoes, baskets,
traps, and so on. Every character in the story stands
out sharply and it is fascinating to read of the way
in which the Indian families stand by each other
when hard conditions make this necessary. The
< haracter of the wild eotpitry in which they Jive also
is finely described.

Altogether this is a delightful book, with three full-
page illustrations and other small ones in the text.
“THE A.B.C. OF LONDON TRANSPORT SERVICES”

By BARRINGTON TxTFOKD (Ian Allan. 2/-)
The London Passenger Transport Board controls

the greatest urban transport system in the world,
and the only one to combine buses, coaches, tram-
ways, trolley buses, underground and surface railways
under one management. Ils activities therefore form
an inlerestiug subject for a booklet such as this,
one of the now well-known “A.B.C.” series.

A brief survey of the origin of the familiar
“L.P.T.B." gives us a good start. Then we pass to
the "various railways, in which the motive vehicles,
both steam and electric, of the former Metropolitan
and the District lines receive attention. Tramcars
arc next dealt with. The classification of the different
types is explained and there is a numerical list of
the cars. The same scheme is followed in succeeding
sections dealing with trolley buses, motor buses and
coaches, and many interesting details about par-
ticular vehicles are included.

Each section includes details of the depots and
garages where the* road vehicles arc stationed, to-
gether with particulars of the principal types allocated
to each; and there are plenty of illustralions through-
out the 48 pages comprising the booklet, which can
be obtained from A.B.C. Mail Order Dept., 33, Knollys
Road, Strcatham, London S.W.16, price 2/2 post free.

“THE MclNTOSH LOCOMOTIVES OF THE
CALEDONIAN RAILWAY”

By A. B. McLEOp (Ian Allan. 3/6)
This attractive publication, which is an addition

to the “A.B.C. Locomotive Series/’ will appeal to
all locomotive enthusiasts, and especially to those
who are historically minded. It puis on record
many items that aye of interest, with particular
regard to the engines turned out for the Caledonian
Railway, now part of the L.M.S., to the designs of
J .  !•'. Mt In tosh, who was Chief Mechanical Engineer
of the company from 1895 until 1914. His reign
covered first the advent of larger-boilertul locomo-
lives, and in this movement McIntosh was a pioneer.
Then followed the development of the six-coupled
express locomotive, of which his productions were
among the biggest of their
day, and the application of
superheating, in which too
he was a pioneer, at  least
in Scotland.

The  desc r ip t ions  a r e
accompanied by illustra-
tions that cover practically
the whole of the McIntosh
classes of engines ami
give a splendid idea of
the fine blue Caledonian
locomotives in that line’s
palmiest days. Various features combined to produce
a definite Caledonian “type," no matter wh..t the
wheel arrangement, and there was a consistent
elegance about the engines that was well in keeping
with the pleasing Caledonian livery and trappings.
This reached its peak in the large-wheeled 4-6 Os,
a scries of engiues that were regularly assigned to
the hardest turns on the line and, what seems strange
to us now, with individual engine crews for con-
siderable periods. Details are given of the principal
dimensions and the members of the engines con-
cerned, and there is a brief account of each class,
with a table showing how the renumbering effected
by the L.M.S. was applied to the McIntosh engines,
so that the sturdy survivors can be identified by
the present-day enthusiast.

Mr. McLeod, whose researches into Caledonian
locomotive matters must- be considerable, has done
a good job iA thus collecting and setting on record
■ i!,..ny iirms of interest that make up the present
book. Il  <.iu be obtained from A.B.C. Mail Order
Dept.. 33, Knollys Road, Streatham, London S.W.16,
price 3 8 post free.

“OUR RAILWAY HISTORY” iPART 3)
By Rl.XON BvCKNALL? 3/6

We have already reviewed the first two parts of
Mr. Bucknall’s story. In this third part he tells the
stories of the five Scottish railways of the days
before grouping. These ate the North British, the
Caledonian, the Glasgow and South Western, the
Highland, and the Great "North of Scotland. Each
of these railways had an interesting history, and
all had characteristics that made them individual
and alive. Thus they give the author splendid
opportunities for his pleasant style, and the result
is a readable book packed with interesting stories,
especially of historic locomotives and the men who
built them A useful addition is a scries of notes
on the liveries of the companies dealt with in the
three volumes of the book, and there are excellent
illustrations.

Owing to wartime difficulties, it is
impossible to guarantee prompt delivery
of books ordered as described at the
head of this page, but every effort will
be made to ensure speedy despatch.
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Union Castle passenger liner “Pretoria Castle" before conversion to experimental aircraft carrier.

An Experimental Aircraft Carrier
B/  Denis Rebbeck, M.A. (Cantab.), M.I.N.A., A.M.I.Mech.E.

A LARGE number of merchant ships in
this war have been converted to air-

craft carriers, some as they were building
on the slip, some when just completed,
and some after they had already been in
use on their normal routine work. The
most interesting, and apparently one of
the most extensive, conversions has recently
been completed in this country. A former
Union Castle passenger liner, the "Pretoria
Castle" has had her superstructure cut
away and a flight deck constructed in its
place, and now serves the Royal Navy
as an experimental aircraft carrier. On
board this well-known ship, now H.M’S.
"Pretoria Castle," representatives of the
British and American aircraft industries
can carefully watch their products being
tested under the exacting conditions ex-
perienced while operating at sea.

This fine ship was built by Harland and
Wolff Ltd., and launched at Belfast in
October 1938. She has a length overall
of 594 ft., a length B.P. of 560 ft., a
breadth moulded pt 76 ft., a depth moulded
of 37 ft. and a gross tonnage of 17,388.
The propelling machinery consists of two
Harland- B. and W. 8-cy Under double-
acting two cycle Diesel engines having a
total output of 19,750 I.H.P.

As a passenger liner the "Pretoria Castle"
carried out only two voyages until the
summer of 1939, in both cases to South
Africa, before she was taken over by the
Royal Navy, and immediately converted
into an armed merchant cruiser. H.M.S.
"Pretoria Castle" operated for several
months in the South Atlantic and then
returned to a shipyard for her second and
more extensive conversion — this time into
an experimental aircraft carrier.

Fleet Air Arm pilots and observers on
this experimental carrier, under the com-
mand of Comdr. Peter Bramwell, D.S.O.,
D.S.C., R.N., test anything from new
types of flying helmets and “Mac Wests'*
to deck-landing possibilities of new types
of aircraft. The manufacturers and air-
crews are then able to pool suggestions on
the spot for the improvement of the
particular equipment that is on trial. The
ship is used also for other types of tests,
such as determining the wind-speed neces-
sary down the flight deck in order that
various types of aircraft with varying
loads may take off. The information is
then issued to Fleet and Escort carriers.

Another problem which is being tackled
on this ship is the standardisation of
British and American methods of signalling
instructions to pilots for landing on, and r
taking off from, aircraft carriers. When
British and American carriers are operating
together in the coming months in the
Pacific, against the Japanese, it obviously
will be necessary to achieve maximum
efficiency and interchangeability so that the
carriers may operate as a combined force.

The captain of H.M.S. "Pretoria Castle"
is Vice-Admiral R. B. Davies, V.C., C.B.,
D.S.O., A.F.C., one of the most senior
pilots in the Fleet Air Arm. At the begin-
ning of the war he was Rear-Admiral
Commanding Naval Air Stations, but
towards the end of 1941 he was retired
with the rank of Vice-Admiral. He went
to sea again as a convoy commodore, until
he was given command of a new escort
aircraft carrier which he joined in America.
He was later recalled to the Admiralty,
where he served as a commodore until
given command of this vessel*
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Engineering News
cost five guineas a pair, and the charge for mending
a puncture wa# often as much as £1. The customer
had to leave the wheel behind for attention and
call back for jt several months later! Rather than
wait all that time cyclists often bought a new
wheel. Mr. Hall’s first job was to put th- tube into
the casing and fit the rubber tread. In dhose days
this was done by hand and the operation took about
an hour. To-day it is done in a minute. Mr. Hall
eventually became the works manager, and himself
helped in the development of the tyre by work
regarding the ingredients mixed with the rubber.

New Swedish Power Station
In order to meet an increasing demand for electric

power in-Sto<k holm another
hydro-electric plant has
been built in Sweden and
is now in operation II is
known as the JarpstrOmen,
and is situated on a Jbranrh
of the IndiJ River. At
present  the  s t a t i on  i s
equipped with two generator
sets, having a combined
capacity of 80,0(10 kW, but
when fully equipped it will
have three sets with capacity
totalling 120,000 kW. A
discharge tunnel three miles
long and 40 ft. wide was
blasted under an old river
bed iu order to create a
head of 210 ft. In some
places the discharge tunnel
is as deep as 650 ft. below
the earth’s surface, and the
machinery hail is situated
at a depth of about 200 ft.

A Mobile Crane without
Winches or Gearing

A new' kind of light mobile
crane in which there are
none of the usual crane
mechanisms such as hoisting
winches and gearing, and

also no load chains or ropes, has been designed by ,
Mechanical Developments Ltd., South borough, Tun- *
bridge Wells. The crane is designed to lift loads of
one or three tons, and is shown in the illustration
ou this page.

The crane is operated on the pneumatic principle,
and has a Fordson tractor as its basis. Mounted
on this is a welded channel-steel superstructure
that carries the jib, a cast-iron power cylinder at
the rear and two air pressure tanks, placed one on
each side of the cylinder. Air pressure is supplied
by a small compressor mounted on the off side of
the tractor, and driven from a power take-off shaft.
The compressed air cylinder has a bore and stroke
of 18 in., and its piston is connected directly to a
system of bell crank levers, which in lorn are linked
by strong tie-rods to the jib. When air pressure is
applied to the cylinder the piston pushes the piston
rod, and the bell crank levers and tie rods turn the
pivoted jib so that the jib head is raised. The load
hook is attached directly to the jib head.

The crane has great stability. This is obtained partly
by mounting the power unit and pressure tanks well to
the rear of the chassis, but mainly by ballasting the
large rear wheels of the tractor with sand. The jib is
available in either 12 ft. or 16 ft. lengths.

One use to which this crane could be put a t  the
present time would be in removing the many thousands
of road blocks that form such conspicuous features
of our towns and countryside.

There are no winches, gears or chains in the 3*ton "Stanhay” pneumatic
mobile crane. It is built on a standard Fordson Tractor with heavily ballasted
wheels. Photograph by courtesy of Mechanical Developments Ltd., South-

borough, Tunbridge Wells.
Construction of the system was started in April

J941, when air attacks on our ports and “U” Boat
attacks on otir shipping were at their height, and
was finally completed last March. At one point
the Hn.cs running to the airfield storage depots climb
to more than 1,000 ft. above sea level, and so com-
plete is the system that at some airfields bombers
can be fuelled direct from the coast ports merely
by turning on a tap! Scores of secret pumping
stations with powerful pumps keep the supplies
flowing smoothly.

The pipe-lines are laid underground, and villagers
who saw the work in progress thought it was an
emergency water supply system for cities that bad
suffered damage in air raids. To-day crops flourish
over the buried pipes.

The pipe-line cost £7.000,000 to construct and
absorbed 80,000 tons of steel. Over 000 men worked
lor nearly three years to complete the immense task
of constructing it.

A Pneumatic Tyre Pioneer
There died in Birmingham recently a man who

was associated with the development of the pneumatic
tyre in its earliest days. He was Mr. John Hall, and
he had been associated with the Dunlop Company
for more than 50 years. When he was 21 years old
Mr. Hall entered the world’s first pneumatic ‘tyre
workshop, the Dunlop factory in Dale Street,
Coventry, as an operative. At that time cycle tyres

1,000-Mile Oil Pipe-line Buill in Secrel
An engineering secret of the war was disclosed by

th& British Government recently, when details were
made public of a great oil pipe-line 1.0Q0 miles long
that has been constructed in Britain to link up
ports on the south and north-western coasts with
the Loudon urea and storage depots near important
airfields. The objects of this tremendous pipe system
were to provide additional and alternative routes
for delivery of aviation spirit from the ports to the
storage depots, in the event of the terminals being
bombed, and to meet the needs of the "D-Day”
forces and the requirements of British and Allied
Air Forces on the Continent.
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The Versatile “Mossie”
The apparently endless stream of "Mosquito"

variations continues, anti two more Marks have just
been taken off the secret list. Both are high-altitude
reconna tssa nee-bombers.

I'he "Mosquito** XVI is the first British warplant*
with a pressure cabin of which details have been
released, and an interesting feature is that a 1,650 h.p.
Merlin 72 is mounted on the starboard “wing and a
Merlin 73, of similar power but which also drives the
cabin-supercharger, on the port wing. The bomb-

Ai r  News
Another New Vickers-Armstrongs Transport

The designing of another Vickers-Armstrongs air*
craft for post-war commercial air service is well
advanced. It will be designated the V.C.l. and will
be able to carry 27 passengers, and about 3,000 lb.
of freight, baggage and air mail which will be
stowed in compartments beneath the cabin
floor. The V.C.l will be a twin-engined machine
with Bristol "Hercules** engines, have a wing
span of 89 ft. 3 in., and be 62 ft. 7 in. long.

Royal Canadian Air Force Rescue Unit
Aircrews unfortunate enough to have to make

a forced landing in the wild and sparsely populated
country between Edmonton and Whitehorse,
Yukon Territory, Canada, now have a better
chance of being located and rescued. An R.C.A.F.
parachute search and rescue division with
personnel who have had special first-aid and
medical training has been formed, and is
attached to the North-East Air Command.
R.C.A.F. The aircraft used by this division
are equipped with four litters and carry oxygen
apparatus, and the crews wear crash helmets*
cages to protect their faces, and protective
clothing. They have two-way radio equipment
and, of course, carry food and other essential
supplies.

The G-Suit
One of the fighter pilot’s worst enemies—

black-out—has just been dealt a severe blow by
the development of the Berger G-Snit. "Black-
out’’ is caused by blood draining from the head
to the stomach during violent manoeuvres at
high speed, due to an increase in centrifugal
force. This causes temporary unconsciousness in
bad cases, during whtch time, of course, the
pilot is at the mercy of his opponent.

AH sorts of schemes have been tested to
counter "black-out," including placing of the
pilot in the prom: position. But none was
completely successful. The Berger G-suit seems
to have solved the problem. It is a tight-fitting
suit, made in three pieces—a girdle round the
stomach and two leggings. I t  is secured by
laces and zipp fasteners and is lined with five
rubber air bags, one in the front of the girdle, and
one on each thigh and calf. Air pressure obtained
from the vacuum system of the aircraft inflates
the bags, exerting pressure on the blood vessels as
necessary.

The G-Suit w*as first tested on operational sorties
by the American 339th Fighter Group, flying
‘'Mustangs.** It proved so successful that it is now
coming into wide use among fighter squadrons.

J.W.R.T.
Qantas Developments

Qantas Empire Airways have ordered several Avro
“•York" transports. I t  is believed that the machines
will be fitted up for the Empire service and will
carry 30 to 32 passengers seated, or 20 passengers
with sleeping accommodation. Full provision will
be made for the supply of hot meals during flight.
An interesting sidelight on this announcement is that
the first machine bought by Q.A.N.T.A.S. in 1920
was an Avro, fitted with a Sunbeam "Dyak" engine.

The company recently boughUthe assets and rights
of Carpenter’s Airlines in regard to the Australia-
New Guinea service. This involves a route of about
2,287 miles, which owing To wartime conditions is
at present in suspension.

Final assembly workers demonstrating the new staggered
waist gun positions of the "Flying Fortress,*’ Photograph
by courtesy of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, U.S.A.

load may comprise either one 4*000 lb. “cookie" in
the fuselage or four 5U0 lb. .bombs in the fuselage
and one 500 1b, under each wing. The wing bombs
an? interchangeable with 50-galL drop furl tanks,
which give the B.XVJ a range of 1,501) miles and the
P.R.XV1 a range of 2,000 miles. The maximum speed
of the "Mosquito’’ XVl is well over 400 m.p.h, and
its service ceiling 36,000 feet.

The “Mosquito" Mark IX is. in general, similar to
the Mark XVI, but its cabin is not pressurised. This
obviates the necessity for a Merlin 73 “cabin-blower"
installation, and so the Mark IX is powered by

i two Merlin 72s.
Both these versions of the "Mosquito” arc used by

the Light Night Striking Force of the R.A.F- Path-
finder Force* The L.N.S.F. was formed by Air

I Vice-Marshal D. C. T. Bennett to attack strategic
targets in Germany on nights when the weather
prevented large-scale bombing, and to ensure that

I towns like Berlin receive Harassing attacks even wheu_
the British “heavies’’ arc engaged elsewhere.

> The high speed of the "Mosquito” enables it to
take advantage of short breaks in the weather* and
its high service celling is the finest possible protection
against enemy flak and fighters. As a result losses are
small and bombing results excellent. J.W.R.T.• . • * • •

The huge total of 96,369 aircraft of all types were The Royal Australian jXir Force is 49 times stronger
produced in the United States last year. than it was in 1939.
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New Beif Fighters
Two new fighter aircraft

now in production in the
Uni ted  S t a t e s  a r e  t he
Hell • ” Kingcobra " aud
■* Airacotiiet.'’ The  P-63
“ Kingcobjfl,” shown in the
upper photograph on this
page, is a heavier, more
powerful, and nton’ stream-
lined version of the old
P-39 ” Airacobra “ that i-
pittting in so much good
service with the Red Air
Force. I ts  performance is,
however, very much belter
than that of the earlier
machine. It is some 25 ni.p.h,
faster, having a top speed
of just under 400 rti p.h.;
while its service ceiling of
35.6()0 ft. is about 5.000 ft.
inert’ than that of the
“Airacobra.” But the most
outstanding improvement is in combat range, which
has been increased by 50 per rent.. making the
“ Kmgcobra” more suitable for long- range operations
in the Pacific war-zone. "These high performance
figures are attributable to two main features the
1,50() ti.p. two stage supercharged Allison V-I2
engine, and the wing, which has a laminar-flow. type
of aerofoil. By speeding tip the airflow over the
wing, this type of aerofoil increases lift and decreases
drag. The ’ "Kingcohra” has the same armament
as the “Airacobra,” with a 37 mm. cannon firing
through the airscrew hub, two ,50.* in. guns on lop
of the fuselage, and two under the wings. As in the
case of the ” Airacobra,” the " Kingcobra’s” engine
is behind the pitot, afid there is a tricycle under-
carriage.

The P-59 "Airaronict,” illustrated at the bottom
of this page, is even more unorthodox than the
“ Kijigcobr.i,” as it is the first American roactibu-
propclled fighter aircraft. It is powered by two
engines of the type designed by the British Group-
Captain Frank Whittle and .first used m the Gloster
E28/39 prototype- The- engines ire being built by
the General Electric Company of America. The
“Airacomet/’ which has been nickifttnied “Swish"
by the V.S.A.A.H., has a laminar-flow wing of 49 ft.
span, and a tricycle undercarriage. It has an arma-
ment of four .50 in, gims, mounted in the nose,
and has nicks under its wings for either bombs or

The Beil P-63 “Kimjcobra” fighter and above i t  the P-39 1' Airacobra ' * fighter.
Photograph by courtesy of Bell Aircraft Corporation, U.S.A.

drop fuel tanks. Incidentally it is free of the
vibration worries often, eiinninirrcd with modern
high-speed aircraft that a vibrator has been Jilted
to the pilot’s Instrument pane! to prevent the needles
from sticking. No details of performance may be
given yet, but the top speed is well above 400 ru.p.h
Although It has not yet been in action, the “Airacomct”
is already being used for operational training.

J.W.R.T,
Chemical De-Icing

A new chemical de-icing lacquer for propeflrrs has
been developed by the Hamilton Standard Propeller
Division of United Aircraft. The new de-icer, which
is named “fcelac," when painted or sprayed on the
blades, affords complete protection for a constdcrabh:
time. It is an easily-applied black liquid, and dries
with a shiny, tacky surface, "fctdar" was given a
thorough testing on 20 of American Airlines’ flag-
ships during the Winter of 1943 44. After sonic

flying hours the results were pronounced
satisfactory, and American Airlines have placed a
contract for regular supplies of “Icelac” sufficient
for 30 airliners.

The normal method of propeller de-icing is by
means of the slinger-ring type of equipment which
sprays anti-freeze liquid on the blades during flight.
The ad va n tages of “Icelac” over this method are
obvious. It requires no fluid, ami consequently

cannot become exhausted at inop-
portune iiiouit'itis. The slinger-ring
system weighs 10 lb. per propeller,
and requires a further 10 |b, of
fluid for each hour of operation,
'Trelac" adds only 4 or. to the
weight of each propeller. This means
a saving of more than 100 lb. for
a large aeroplane on a tong flight.
In addirioti it is simple to apply
and needs next to no attention once
it is in place J .W.R.T.* • * *

A new torpedo-plane, designed by
Chance Vrmght, is now in production
at the Alien town, U S.A., plant of
the Consolidated - Vol ter Aircraft
Corporation, under the designation
THY-2 "Sea Wolf," The new air-
craft' weighs eight tons and carries
a crew of four - pilot, gunner, radio
operator, and bomb-aimer. Its
armament consists of* machim'-gnris,
torpedoes and bombs.

Bell P-59A “A i racomet , ”  the first American jet-propelled fighter.
Photograph by Bell Aircraft Corporation through Michael Lorant.

A great new airport is under < <m-
struclfcm a t  Johannesburg by the
South African Government, at an
estimated cost of £4,000.000.
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'Outward Bound,” an effective silhouette photograph by H.  Basltn, Reading.

Photography
Silhouette Pictures

A BRANCH of photography that provides plenty ul
scope R»r pleasant indoor experiments is that

of making silhouettes, that is, black shadow-like
pictures such as those formed by the shadow of a

.person or object. Examples of pictures of this typr
arc shown on tills page.

Silhouettes are admirable for use in making
photographic greetings cards, calendars, and for passe
partout mountings ami they are very easily prepared.
The only materials required are a piece of clear
white glass from ’a discarded picture frame about
12 in. by It) in., a sheet of while tissue paper of the
same dimensions, a small pair of sharp scissors and
a penknife, one or two unmounted photographic
prints of human figures, animals or flowers, some
paste, and two or three candles.

The very effective picture "Outward Bound" shown
at the top of this page was produced in the following
manner: First a sheet of tissue paper was pasted

-on to a sheet of glass. Then the boats and quay
walls were cut out from an old print and pasted
to the glass. The sky*and sea were drawn on the
paper with a piece of black crayon .or a soft pencil.

The glass was then propped vertically on a table,
an<l one or two lighted candles or two 40-watt
globes wore placed behind it at such distances as
to give even distribution of light over the entire
area of the glass. The scene was then photographed
and printed in the normal manner.

hi some cases the effect is improved by pasting
pieces of black paper and blades of grass on the
glass, to suggest the trunks and branches of trees,
while rpeks and hills also may be imitated by pieces
cut from black paper. This method of silhouette
making is particularly well suited for the production
of humorous effects, and this pastime alone will
provide many a pleasant evening.

As a general rule it will be found that with two
candles placed about 12 in. behind a 12 in. by 10 in.
screen, an exposure of about three to four minutes
will be required, assuming that a fast film or plate
is used with a lens aperture of F / l l .

In the picthrv "Clematis ” shown at  the foot of
this page, the silhouette is' made by a spray of
Clematis in a glass vase placed a few inches in front
of a glass screen to which a piece of tissue paper
was pasted. The lights were at the rear of the glass
and the picture was photographed and printed in
the usual manner.

Readers who wish tn make humorous silhouettes
will find it good fun to investigate the possibilities
of simple figures formed fropi matchsticks, pipe
cleaners or bent wire. With these it is easy to make
up really amusing groups of people or animals in all
kinds of attitudes, and the field for experiment is
limited only by the experimenter’s imagination and
( apabililii-s. The figures may be stuck to the tissue
paper screen with Seccotine, or simply placed against
it while they arc photographed. In the latter case
the outlines will be slightly blurred, and this is an
advantage in certain kinds of pictures as it gives
very pleasing “soft” effects. A little experience of
this fascinating pastime will show that it is an ideal
method of passing happy evenings indoors.

"Clematis.” Another photograph in  silhouette by
H.  Bastin, Reauing.
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arc invited on any subject of r. hich the writer has special knowledge or experience. These should be
written neatly on our side of the paper only, and should be accompanied if possible by original photo-
graphs for use as illustrations. Articles published will be paid for. Statements in articles submitted
are accepted as being sent in good faith, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy.

and a narrow flexible steel tube branches off the
air duct and carries air to the coal tube, injecting
it with some force to prevent smoke working back
through the hopper.

On the boiler itself there is a thermostat, which
can be set a t  whatever temperature the water is

THE KALKA—SIMLAJRAILWAY
This Indian mountain railway runs from Kalka,

which is 2,000 ft. above sea level, to Simla, about
5,000 ft. higher, the fatter being the residence of
the Indian Government during the summer mouths.
Normally the lime taken to cover the
60 miles is eight hours. There are 102
tunnels altogether, with a total length
of over five miles, and when the trains
are not in them excellent views of the
Himalayas are obtained.

The most notable tunnel is at Baxog
and is 3,752 ft, Jong, According to
local rumour the man who made it
went mad. The accompanying photo-
graph shows a train crossing a bridge
at  'Dharam pore, a typical structure with
tiers of arches.

The engines are mostly 2-6-2 tanks,
the heaviest weighing 33| tons. Rail
cars carrying about 12 passengers also
are used and complete the journey in
two horns.

The line is a branch of the North
Western Railway of India.

* L. LowERY Halton).
A CHURCH STEEPLE BUILT ON THE

GROUND
At Brookland, near Ashford in Kent,

there is a church with its steeple built
on the ground. The story goes that
when the steeple was first ■ planned, there was no
material with which to construct it. Later on, when
a ship was wrecked on the Kentish coast, limber
from the wreck was carted across the marshes, hauled
by oxen. Then the builders found that the church
was not strong enough to take the weight of the
steeple, so they built it 03 the ground! I t  contains
five bells.

The church, which dates back to about 1300, has
one of the finest examples
of early Norman fonts in
the country, and old-world
box pews.

OLIVER BVRR
(Tunbridge Wells),

AUTOMATIC FIRING FOR
BOILERS

Readers of the “M.M
may be interested to know
something about the auto-
matically stoked boilers
which 1 superintend. The
coal, in J in. pieces, is fed
into a hopper, one of which
stands in front of each
boiler. From an electric
motor a drive is taken
through a genr-box with
five speeds and neutral to
an intermittently revolving
worm, which forces the coal
along a tube and up into
the centre of the lire. A
fan supplying forced draught
to the centre of ther tire
also is driven from this
gear-box. This can be
regulated at the air inlet,

A train on a typical bridge with tiered arches on the Kalka-Simla
e Railway, India. Photograph by L. Lowery, Halton.

required. I t  acts by starling up the driving motor
when the temperature drops, and stopping it  when
the water is heated to the thermostatic setting.
This is known as “Day Control?’ By switching
over to “Night Control” an electric clock Is brought
into action. This has only a cam-shaped “hour
hand,” which raises the end of a glass tube con-
taining mercury 10 make a contact and start up
the motor. The length of the resulting run can be

adjusted from about 1 to
15 min. by altering, with
a screw mechanism, the
angle of the glass tube.
Switching over to “Day
Control" does not stop the
clock.

Included in the gear-box
transmission at a convenient
point is a pair of soft iron
shear pins, which snap if
any obstruction, such as a
piece of metal, is met with
by the worm. This prevents
damage to the motor or
gear-box. The crusher block
at the base of the hopper
is then opened, the ob-
struction is removed, the
'shear pins are replaced,
and everything is ready for
work again.

With modern boilers com-
plete control is exercised,
not only of the quantity
of cuai supplied, but also
of draught, water feed and
other requirements.

FRANK SUTHERAN
(West Hartlepool).

A steeple built on the ground alongside a
church. It is at Brookland, Kent. Photograph

by O. Burr, Tunbridge Wells.
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Suggestions Section
By ’’Spanner'*

(6801 Friction Free Wheel
(•‘Spanner*’)

The usual type of free wheel makes
use of pawls and ratchets, but in the
example shown in Fig. 680 an in-
teresting substitute has been found
for this noisy and more cumbersome
type of mechanism.

A Coupling 3 is secured to a Rod,
which also has a Flanged Wheel I
mounted freely on it. The Flanged
Wheel is spaced away from the
Coupling by four Washers, and is
attached to a 1* Gear by a Socket
Coupling, The 1* Gear meshes with
a second similar Gear fixed on a Rod
that  carries Also a 2* Sprocket Wheel.

In each of the end transverse holes
of the Coupling is a Threaded Pin,
and these arc fixed in such a manner
that their square shanks are on opposite
sides, the Hats of the shanks Kung turned
at an angle to the longitudinal axle of
the Coupling. Two Collars are free to
"float” inside the Flanged Wheel. When
the Coupling is turned in one direction
the Collars jam between the flange of the
Wheel and the inclined edges of the
Threaded Pin shanks, thus locking the
Flanged Wheel to the rotating Rod.
When the Coupling is turned in the
opposite direction, the Collars ride idly
And the Rod is free to rotate independently
of the Flanged Wheel.

In practice a device
of this kind has im-
por tan t  advan tages
ove r  t he  o rd ina ry
ra t che t  and  pawl
mechanism, as it is
quicker and smoother
in action and there is
less wear and tear.
On the other hand a
r a t che t  and  pawl
mechanism has man y
uses for which the
friction device des-
cribed here is quite
unsuitable.

(681) A Built-up
Universal Coupling

(A. Partridge, Northampton)
Among  seve ra l

i n t e r e s t i ng  i t ems
sugges t ed  by

A. Partridge, is a particularly useful
built-up universal coupling shown in Fig.
681 . Although an ordinary collar is preferred
by Partridge, the device is an excellent
example of the value of the Aeroplane
Collar (Part No. P.52) to mod el -builders
who like experimenting and devising un-
orthodox methods of construction. Two
or three of these Collars should be in the
possession of every keen model-builder,
as their small size is sometimes of great
assistance in constructing a compact
mechanism. In the universal coupling
designed by Partridge the small size of
the Aeroplane Collar 1 allows it  to be

accommodated with
more  f r eedom of
movement between the
Bolts that fix together
t he  two  Doub le
Brackets 2. The latter
are lock - nutted to-
gether on J* Bolts,
which pivot freely in

x J* Angle Brackets
3 bent as shown and
f ixed  to  a - Bush
Wheel 4.

(6821 Tension Springing
for Road Wheels

(E. Miller, Preston j
The device shown

in Fig. 682 provides an
interesting alternative
to the usual type of
rear axle suspension,
and with little or no

Fig. 680.

Fig. 681.
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Pulleys are removed to
permit free rotation of the
wheels, and the Pivot Bolts
a r e  screwed in to  t he
Threaded Bosses until they
grip the shanks of the
Bolts used to fix them in
place.

The movable guide rail
consists of a Wheel Flange
.placed with its flat side
against the corresponding
flat side of a further Wheel
Flange held by four Bolts
to the superstructure.

A vertical Rod 8 held in
the boss of the Gear Wheel
4, forms the axis of the
model. The spider frame is
first placed over this Rod

so that the Pulleys rest upon the up-turned
flange of the fixed guide rail. The super-
structure is then passed over the Rod
so that the Wheel Flange 3 rests upon the
Pulleys of the roller race, which thus
support the entire weight of the rotating
section of the model. A Bush Wheel 9
bolted to the superstructure serves as a
reinforced bearing for the Rod 8, and a
Collar and set-screw 10 hold the complete
assembly together.

The vertical Rod 11 and Pinion 12
form a good method whereby the super-
structure may be rotated about the
Rod 8. The Rod 11 is driven by a Motor,
and the Pinion is in constant engage-
ment with the Gear Wheel 4, and as the

*■ F ig.  682.

F ■
alteration from the construction shown
can be fitted into any Meccano motor
chassis. The Rod carrying the road wheels
is supported so as to revolve freely in
the bosses of two Cranks, which in turn
are bolted to two further Cranks secured
to the ends of a Rod. The fatter Rod is
mounted in Trunnions bolted to the
underside of the side girders of the Chassis,
and has two further ('ranks secured to it.
Four Springs are attached to these Cranks
by 1* Screwed Rods, two pairs of the
Springs being held, on a Rod mounted
between the side girders of the frame
while the other two pairs are anchored to
the rear end of the chassis.

latter is fixed to the base, rotation of the
Rod 1 1 causes the Pinion to travel round
the Gear Wheel, so musing the super-
structure. The driving Rod 11 can be
extended as necessary.

(683) Useful Built-up Roller Bearing
(M. Hewit t ,  Glasgow

It is often found necessary to support a
very heavy load on an exceptionally small

.area so that it will rotate easily, and in
such models as ship cantilever
cranes and slipway derricks,
where space is limited, this is
a difficult problem. One way
of overcoming it is shown in
Fig. 683, where a neat roller
unit is illustrated. The spider
frame 2 consists of four 2V
small radius Curved Strips
bolted together to form a
circle, and the rollers arc
eight Y fast Pulleys. The
Pulleys are mounted on Pivot
Bolts inserted in the transverse
holes of eight Threaded Bosses
fixed to the circular frame by
means of J* Bolts. Two
Washers are placed between
each Threaded Boss and the
frame. The grub-screws of the

Fig. 683.
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New Meccano Models
Lifting Truck —Tractor— Waterwheel

built up from two Angle Brackets. It is raised and
lowered by the movement of a lever 6, which is
pivoted at its lower end to the chassis. A 2j* Strip,
extended at one end by a Flat Bracket bolted to
it, is lock-nutted to the lever 6 and also to a 2|*
Cranked Curved Strip and j *x |*  Angle Brackets.
Thu Cranked Curved Strip is pivotally attached at
its other end to the chassis in the position shown,
and the 4**1' Angle Bracket slides between a 5j*

Strip and one of the Flexible
Plates of the platform.

Parts required to build model
Lifting Truck: 4 of No. 2; 2 of
No. 5; 4 of No. 10; 8 of No. 12;
2 of No. 16; 2 of No. 17; 4 of
No. 22; 1 of No. 24; 3 of No. 35;
40 of No. 37a; 32 of No. 37b; 4 of
No. 38; 1 of No. 40; 2 of No. 40a;
1 of No. 52; 2 of No. 90a; 4 of
No. 111c; J of No. 125; 2 of No.
126; I of No. 126a; 4 of No. 155a;
I of No. 176; 2 of No. IS9; I of
No. 190.

Fig. 2 shows a very simple and
easily built model of a road
traction engine. The bunker and
cab of this consist of a 2 |*x2J*
Flat Plate 1 bolted to the flanges-
of two 14*x24' Flanged Plates
that form the sides. The rear
end consists of a Flexible Plate
bolted to the Flanged Plates and
slightly bent as shown at its upper
end. The two Road Wheels are
mounted on a 3* Rod that carries
also a p fast Pulley inside the
bunker. The flywheel 2, a 11’
Pulley Wheel, and the Flanged
Wheel 3 are mounted on an Axle

Rod journalled in a Double Angle Strip bolted to the
Flat Plate.

The 21* Cylinder forming the boiler is capped at
its front end with a I f  Flanged Wheel, and the
entire unit is fixed to the Flat Plate of the bunker
by means of a Threaded Rod, which is passed through
the Plate, the centre of the Cylinder, and the Flanged
Wheel. A Worm 4 represents the cylinder of the
engine. The front road wheels are fixed on a Rod

Fig. 1. A workable lifting truck that can be built from parts in Meccano
Outfit No. 2.

THE neat truck shown in Fig. 1 has all the essential
movements of a modern commercial truck used

in factories for transporting goods from one depart-
ment to another during manufacture, It is built
from p..rts coniaintd in Outfit No. 2. Construction
is begun with the chassis, which*consists mainly of
a 5$*x24* Flanged Plate I, to which are lock*
nutted, by means of a j* Bolt, two Trunnions forming
rhe rear bogie. The Trunnions carry a 2'  Rod fitted

with two 1 '  Pulleys shod with Rubber Rings. The
front wheels are steered by a short length of Cord
fastened at both ends to the Trunnions and attached
centrally to a Cord Anchoring Spring fixed on the
lower end of the steering column. Full movement
of the steering wheels is obtained by guiding the
-Cord around two ’j* Bolts fixed to the Plate 1
by nuts 2.

The steering column 3 is 31* long, and is journalled
in the Plate 1 and a 24* Cranked .Curved Strip 4
bolted to the control panel of the truck. It is fitted
with a Bush Wheel to which is bolted a K Bolt
that forms the handle. The control panel is built up
from two Double Angle Strips fixed at their
lower ends to the chassis and at their upper ends
to a 24* Strip. The Strip 4 is bolted to this 24*
Strip. A 2 j*x2 |*  Flexible Plate is attached to the
front of the Double Angle Strip by Angle Brackets.

The front axle is a 2* Rod fitted with 1 '  Pulleys
shod with Rubber Rings, and it is journalled in
Flat Brackets fixed in the chassis by Angle
Brackets. A brake fitted to the front axle consists
of a length of Cord that is tied at one end to the
chassis, then passed around the boss of the near
side front wheel, and finally fastened to a foot
pedal 5. Th? pedal is a Flat Bracket bolted to a
fx  r Angle Bracket lock*nutted to a 5|* Strip
attached to the chassis.

The steering column 3, and a 34* Rod supported
in the other end uf Strip 4 and die chassis, form
the guides for the platform, when rising and falling.
This platform consists of two 5 | *xH*  Flexible
Plates joined together and braced by 5j* and 24*
Strips. It is kept horizontal by bolting to its front
-end a £* Reversed Angle Bracket and a similar part

Fig. 2. A "simplicity'* model of a steam traction
engine.
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carry Bush Wheels at their centres and are mounted
on a 5J* Rod 7. This Rod is journalled in a 2|*
Triangular Plate bolted to the Angle Girder 2, and
also in a 9i* Angle Girder and a Double Ann Crank
that is fixed to it. The 9 J* Angle Gjrder is attached
by means of 71* Angle Girders to the base of the
model, and is braced by Arcliitraves.

journalled in the arms of a large Fork Piece, which
is pivoted on a | *  Bolt to the underside of the boiler.

A Coupling and a J* Flanged Wheel represent the
chimney and are fixed in place by means of a short
Threaded Rod. If a Driving Band is passed around
the J* fast Pulley on the rear axle and also around
the Rod of the flywheel 2, the latter will rotate when
the model is pushed along the ground.

Parts required to build model miniature Traction
Engine; 2 of No. 16b; I of No. 18a; I of No. 20;
1 of No. 20b; 3 of No. 21; 2 of No. 23a; 1 of No. 24;
1 of No. 32; 10 of No. 37a; II of No. 37b; 1 of
No. 48a; 2 of No. 51; 1 of No. 63; 1 of No. 72; 2 gi
No. 80c; 1 of No. I l l ,  1 of No. 116; 1 of No. 186;
2 of No. 187; 1 of No. 188.

Fig. 3 shows a working model of a manually-
operated waterwheel, of a type that is sometimes
used in Eastern countries for raising water from
shallow wells and rivers. It will actually raise water
from a container housed in its base, and discharge
it into a tin or other vessel placed at ground level.
Alternatively, sand may be used to show the work-
ing of the wheel.

Construction is begun with the base and the sup-"
port for the wheel. Two 7 J* Angle Girders are spaced
apart at each end by 51 '  Angle Girders, and tn the
edge of one of these are bolted two 3 | *x2 l '  Flexible
Platts 1 so that a gap wide ds left between them.
The other 7|* Angie Girder is braced by I" Corner
Brackets. The Plates 1 are fixed also "to the base
by another 7j* Angle Girder 2 and 1* Corner Brackets,
and represent the ground level. The lower half of
the wheel would be underground in the actual machine.
Four 5 | "x2 |*  Flat Plates and two 31’ x 2 * Flexible
Plates arc .bolted around the base and these are
secured to 7i", 5J* and 31* Angle Girders.

The water wheel is a Hub Disc, to the rim of which
are bolted eight Kia t  Biackets 3. The Hub Disc
has a Bush Wheel fixed to it centrally on one side,
and on the other is bolted a Double Bent Strip.
The wheel is mounted on a 4* Rod 4, which runs in
bearings provided by one of the 1’lat Plates of the
base and a 1* 'Corner Bracket bolted to the Angle
Girder 2. Four Dredger Buckets 5, the clips of
which are removed, are attached to L*Xj* Angle
Brackets bolted equidistantly iu the positions shown
to the face of the Hub Disc, s the- Dredger Buckets
are arranged in this position, the water carried up
in them as the wheel rotates is delivered into a small
container 6, which may be made from thin tinplate
and secured to the model by j ’x l*  Angie Brackets.

The Flat Brackets 3 fixed to the waterwheel engage-
four 2* Rods that are held by Collars in the corres-
ponding holes of two 4* Circular Plates. These Plate-

Fig. 3. A model of a Moroccan waterwheel used for
raising water from shallow' wells and rivers.

The Rod 7, which rotates the waterwheel is driven
Sy means of an arm constructed as shown in the

lustration and attached to the upper end of the
Rod by two Collars. In the actual device an ox or
a donkey is harnessed to a yoke on this arm and
drives the wheel by walking round and round the well.

Parts required to build Waterwheel: 2 of No. 2;
2 of No. 4; I of No. 8; 1 of No. 8a; 9 of No. 8b;
6 of No. 9; 4 of No. 9b; 1 of No. 9c; 8 of No. 10;
3 of No. I J; 2 of No. 12; 4 of No. 12b; 1 of No. 14;
1 of No. 15b; 4 of No. 17; 3 of No. 24; 110 of No. 37;
31 of No. 38; 1 of No. 45; 4 of>Io. 52a; 22 of No. 59;
1 of No, 62b; 1 of No. 76; 2 of No. 90a; 2 of No. 108;
1 of No. 118; 4 nf No. 131; 5 of No. 133a; 2 of No.
145a; 4 of No. 190; I of No. 215.

A Fine Competition for all Meccano Boys
Have you ever won a prize in a Model-building

Contest? If you have, why not win a notier? If
you have not, there is all the jnore reason why you
should enter the contest announced here, for there
is every possibility that you may win one of Hu-
hne prizes offered. AU you have to do is to build
a Meccano model entirely from your own ideas. This
may be of any type, and the only condition is that
it must be your own unaidgd work. You are eligible
to compete in this contest no matter what age you
may be, and as entries will be accepted up to 30th
April, there is ample time in which to find an in-
teresting and original subject and then build it in
Meccano.

Any size of Outfit may be used in building models,
but gwd w'Ofkmanship and constructional details
that show ingenious uses for Meccano parts will
attract the attention of the judges far more than the
mere size of a model.

After the model is built the next job is to obtain
a suitable illustration of it. This may be .cither a
photograph or a sketch. Write your age, name and
address on the back of the illustration and enclose
it, together with a brief description of its operation

and construction, in an envelope addressed "March
General Model-building Contest , Meccano Ltd., Binns
Road, Liverpool 73."

Entries will be grouped into one section, but a
competitor's age will be taken into consideration
when assessing the merits of his work.

The prizes to be awarded for the best built and
most interesting models received are: First, £2/2/-;
2nd. £’1, I /-; 3rd, 10 6. There will be also consolation
prizes of 5 - each for entries of merit that do not
gain a major award. r

It should be noted that successful entries become
the property of Meccano Ltd., but photographs or
sketches of ttusuci essful models will be returned to
Senders provided that a stamped addressed envelope
of the necessary size is enclosed with the entry fur
that purpose.

The ( losing date for entries is 30th April, but entries
should be posted as soon as they are ready and not
kept until the closing date approaches. All prize-
winners wall be notified by letter, and a full list of the
awards, together with illustrations of some of the
best models, will be published in the "Af.M,” as
soon as possible after the closing date.
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WITH THE SECRETARY
FOR THE OUTDOOR SEASON

Longer and brighter days are rapidly approaching,
and it is now time to plan for the outdoor season
in order to ensure a gqpd start. Such pursuits as
cricket and cycling come first to the mind, Even
if regular cricket matches cannot be arranged in a
Club there is good fun in practice games, and in
matches between sides within the Club, say the
sections into which the members are formed for
other Club activities, and afternoons or evenings
spent in this way will be nut only enjoyable, but
also profitable from a Club point of view. Cycling
runs too are splendid, and if there are members who
do not possess bicycles, which may be the case in
these days of shortages, walks and bus excursions
can take their place, i t  is a good scheme to combine
the two, some rallying point for tea or refreshments
being reached by cycling and walking parties follow-
ing different routes. The great thing is to have definite
plans made, and now is the time to find what mem-
bers like and to arrange the programme accordingly.

BADGES AND MEDALLIONS
I am glad to find that  my inability to supply

Guild or H.R.C. badges has not hindered recruiting.
Until these badges can be made I am enrolling all
members free, sending them their certificates im-
mediately on receiving their application forms. Now
the stock of Recruiting Medallions too is exhausted,
arid I cannot say when it will again be possible fo
obtain them. I am sure that  this will riot deter
members fropi bringing in their frfciids who have
the necessary qualifications, and 1 am keeping
records of the rr< r iiiiiug successes of members so that
Recruiting Medallions can be supplied later. Those
who already have medallions ami have gone on to
recruit additional members, can still forward their
medallions to be engraved with their names and the
words "Special Award” on reaching the necessary
total.

As soon as  it is possible to supply any of these
badges I will include an announcement oh  this page.
Then members who require Guild and H.R.C. badges
will be able to forward the usual remittances ami
obtain them, arid Recruiting Medallions will be sent
out  to those who have earned them.

This brings me to the remaining award, the highest
in the Guild, the Merit Medallion. 1 can still supply
this, and I particularly want leaders of Clubs to
send- me their nominations, in  each Club two
medallions arc awarded tor each session, and now is
the time to consider which members should be made
the recipients for the present session.

This does not apply to overseas Clubs a t  the
moment, but 1 hope Leaders of these will let me
know of any instances in which outstanding work of
any kind has been carried out.  An instance of this
has just come to my  nqiice from South Australia,
where the Thebarton Boys’ Technical School M-C.
has continued with a splendid programme, a summary
of which was included in "Club Notes'* of last month's
".W..U.” h i  a recent letter Mr. Gibson, Leader, told
me of the good work that  has been done by  Terry
Hearn, who is President of the Club and has filled
various official positions during his four years of
membership. Mr. Gibson tells me that  he would
have recommended Terry for the Merit Medallion
if this award had still been available, and if he is
still a t  school when the award becomes possible in
the case of bis Club I shall be glad to include him
among the winners of the Merit Medallion.

PROPOSED CLUBS
WEST TnuNHOCK— Mr. T. Ellard, H, Peljings Villas,

London Road, West Thurrock. Essex.
Wt  YBO1.TRS*P—Mr. A. Norris, Wiseton Cottage, Wey-

bourne, Farnham, Surrey.
PROPOSED BRANCHES

BECKENHAM—Mr. J .  R .  Perry, "Acacia Villa/' S2,
Barumead Road, Beckenham, Kent.

EAST BASSET — Mr. A. M. Loader, 12 Stuart  Road,
East Barnet, Herts.

BOURNEMOUTH— Mr. I. Hmnphrey-Da vy. The Red
House, Alumhurst Road, Bournemouth, W.

KEN iMJ.— Mr. L R. Clough, "Rosemont,” 92, Burn-
side Road, Kendal, Westmorland,

WtDNES— Mr. T .  Jones, 291, Ditchfield Road, Hough
, Green, Widnes, Lancs.

RECENTLY INCORPORATED BRANCHES
471, LARGS— W. Kidd, 22, Barr Crescent, Largs,

Ayrshire.
472. 1ST PORTLAND—Mr. W.  Collings, "Ormond/’ 3.

Vent nor Road, Portland. Dorset.

CLUB NOTES
NAVENBY M.C. — The programme has included a

Camp Fire. Morse practice, Games and a Treasure
Hunt  in addition to the usual Model-Building Evenings.
The Club room also has been decorated and a Library
has been started. The rules have been revised, a
new one ensuring tha t  recruits serve a probationary
period of one session. Club roll: 7. Secretary; P.  I
Addison, High Street, Navcnby, Lincs.

HoRNSEA M.C. — Interesting Lectures continue to
form a useful part of the programme, with Lantern
Lectures, Film Shows and useful hobbies. At one
meeting an elect ri. bell was instated. The Club’s
Hornby Railway has been laid down, four tracks being
in use and each member conducting operations on all
tracks in turn. Games also have been played. Club
rolk 45, Secretary: P. Hnbson, 1A, Marlborough
A venue, Hornsea.

AUSTRALIA
Mil.BOURNE M.C. — Film Shows have formed a

special feature a t  Club meetings, subjects including
Um story of the Baltimore ami Ohio Railroad, welding
in industry and the story of transport. A film tha t
was greatly enjoyed showed how the Handley- Page
"Halifax” is built, and in connection with this a/
Meccano aerial bombing model was constructed.
Excellent operations have been carried out  on the
Club’s Hornby Railway, the programme including
a special holiday timetable. Club roll: 12. Secretary.
1.. Ison, 8, Hayes Street, N’orthcote, NJ  6, Victoria,
Australia.

BRANCH NEWS
WAVE R LEY (SALFORD)— An excellent layout provides

interesting operations. A goods depot, with two
platforms and a cattle dock, has been constructed.
Film Shows have been given. A Model Aircraft
Construction Contest has been arranged, and at»
aircraft recognition class has been started. Secretary:
P. Barlow, Wa verity Hotel, Eccles New Road,
Salford 5.

HoRLEY—Appointments of members as signalmen,
etc. have been made, and good concerted work on
the Branch layout has resulted. Trains are run to
timetable, and a t  one meeting blackout conditions
were imposed, the only lights allowed, being torches
a t  stations and mainline points. Secretary: K. C.
Hill, “Etreta t ,”  Balcombc Road Horiey. ’
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On the Lineside of a Hornby-Dublo Railway
require a few suggestions should look up the articles
in these pages jn the April and September issues <*f
the “Af .V," last year. These dealt with such in-
teresting features as water tanks and lineside huts,
and there is no reason whv this most adaptable
material should not be ‘used for a greater variety

of items along the line.
Lineside fencing is rather

a problem, but we cap
always fix up walls from
strips of card roughly painted
and marked irregularly to
represent stone. The top
edge of the card should not
la? dead level; a few “ups”
ami "downs” when we are
cutting mi t will help the
effect ver/ much. Fencing
can be dune in a similar
mariner, I he details depending
on the exact kind of fence
we are modelling. Post-
and-rail fencing can be made
by glueing together strips of
card cut to the required
lengths for "posts and rails
respectively.

Miniature pavements for use outside our station,
or in front of any "houses" we may make, can be
cut out of card and painted or otherwise finished
to give the effect we require. Even if th- y have to.
be restricted to the "town" area they will help con-
siderably ih improving the more or less bare state
of the model "ground ”

Motor vehicles for the roads or merely for placing
in the goods yard can be made at home. We have
seen some quite good examples o! these from time
to time, ami even if the wheels don’t turn it does
not matter much! Alternatively, constructional sets
for various vehicles are on the market, and readers
should keep an eye on the advertisements in the
".If, AZ.” for items of this kind. The famous Dinky
Toys vehicles arc of course now unobtainable.

Stations and other buildings require posters and
advertisements. Suitable cuttings can often be got
from magazines, papers and timetables, while labels,
wrappers and cartons of different kinds can often
be trimmed to provide quite respectable little posters.
Special boards or hoardings are not difficult to arrange.

A Hornby-Dublo express in natural surroundings.

WITH the effort nowadays of keeping traffic on
’ ’  the move on most miniature railways we are

apt to overlook somewhat the various Jineside features
that make so mtich difference to the appearance of a
layout. Those who have any of the standard acces-
sories are very fortunate; but for the most part,

as new material is not available, it is necessary to
fix up at home somehow the various items that are
required to be added to the mere track essential for
running purposes.

A station is one of our fir£ and most important
’’wants.” Otherwise our trains have nowhere to
Start from and nowhere to stop! Simple structures
can, however, be made up with the aid of our old
friends wood and cardboard. Many model railway
engineers no doubt will have become adept in the
use of these materials during recent times. Often it
is possible to make use of certain parts of the con-
structional ’‘cut-out" books that can be seen in
various stores from time to time.

Other items salvaged from the "toy-box” can
sometimes be adapted with satisfactory results.
We recently saw a Dublo system cm which one
station consisted of the building portion of an old
MO Station mounted on a home built wooden plat-
form made the correct height and length for Dublo
trains. - The general effect was quite pleasing. Close
by. too, was an MO Signal Cabin, a relict of earlier
days, but certainly better than no
cabin at all. Even where such
treasures cannot be unearthed, i t
is not very difficult to draw out
and colour similar models, and
Once we start there is no telling
what developments may take place.

Much depends on whether our
railway is permanent, or has to
be '  put away when running is
finished. Even if the latter is the
case we can make quite a few
buildings of different kinds with
which to border our railway. Very
often cardboard boxes, though
these are rare nowadays, can be
used as the basis of various
structures, and we can even adapt
them to form part of a road over-
bridge or a short tunnel. There is
a great fascination in seeing the
trains pass under a bridge ' or
tunnel and the .  belter we make
our model the more realistic the
effect will be. •

For many of the less couitnouly
modelled items ” Plasticine” is a
great help, and readers who

"Whoof!” Under the bridge dashes the streamliner at the head of an
L.N.E.R. express.
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A Hornby Layout in Vancouver
Further Developments on an L.N.E.R. System

are changed and the Nottingham roaches are detached
Similarly, after further circuits of the main line, the
Bradford vehicles are detached, the passing station
now representing Wakefield; then the rest of the
train completes the journey to Leeds.

Similar arrangements are practised in the reverse
order, with the coaches from Bradford
and Nottingham being attached, so that
the complete train leaves Grantham for
the south made up to quite a respectable
load. Sometimes, according to the par-
ticular run being made, the through
station is used as a starting or terminating
point, especially with more local services,
such as Leeds to Doncaster and return
or Leeds to Bradford and back. Further
variety is added by the running of locals
from King’s Cross making several inter-
mediate stops and then returning to the
starting point.

To deal with the increased traffic ad-
ditional engines have been acquired, boil
E220 Special Tanks, one in L.N.E.R
finish and the other I..M.S. The bulk or
the long-distance main line* trains how-
ever arc still shared between the Hornby
E320 “Flying Scotsman” and E220 “TA<#
Hramkam Moor.” These two are used
also in carrying out a specially exciting
operation. This involves using the up and
down tracks for traffic in one direction,
there being a train on each, both sup-
posedly heading northward. They represent
respectively the peacetime 3.35 p.m.

“Glasgow Goods' and the 4.0 p.m. “Coronation."
The goods pulls out of the long siding at the through
station, which becomes King’s Cross goods yard
for the time bring. I t  leads on to the up main track,
and in the meantime the “Coronalion'' leaves King's
Cross passenger terminus and, running on the down
main track, overtakes the goods, to the great excite-
ment of the opera torsi

Mr. Eagle tells us: “1  could write a book on the trains
we run. Although I worked on real railways for over
32 years, 1 never realised what fun and excitement
could be had with a real model railway until 1 started
this one."

T3 KADERS will no doubt recall the miniature
J- '1 L N.E.R. Hornby layout that we described in these
pages in April 1944. Wc huve now received the follow-
ing notes on the latest developments on this 'railway,
which is operated by Mr. G. Eagle and his eight-
year-old grandson Bobby, both of whom arc members

of the Hornby Railway Company. The general
operating scheme of the line is still the same, being
based chiefly on the L.N.E.R. King’s Cross and
Leeds services, but the layout has been expanded
considerably.

There are now two terminal stations, usually
representing King’s Cross and Leeds respectively,
and a through station which changes its identity as
required according to the operating needs of the
moment. The miniature “King's Cross" is quite
an imposing terminus represented in the accompany-
ing diagram a t  “B.” I t  is designed on similar lines
to the Hornby Dublo City Stat.on, "Leeds Central,”
indicated by “A” in the diagram,
has a separate roof to each' plat-
form. The roof is similar to that
of the Hornby Dublo Island
Platform and is supported by
central pillars. The passing station
is made up of the original Hornby
No. 4E Station to which various
home-made additions have been
provided.

Power is obtained through
Meccano Transformers from the
alternating current mains supply,
and there are 20 control switches
connected to various insulated
sections of the track, any of
these sections being made 1‘alive”
or "dead" as required.

A typical operation is the
working of a train from King’s
Cross carrying sections for Leeds,
Bradford and Nottingham. The
first intermediate stop is n de
at  the passing station, which for
the moment represents Grantham.
Here, making full use of the
isolating arrangements, engines

An L.N.E.R. express on a Hornby layout. The engine Is the 4-4-0 E220
Special “The Bramham Moor.'*
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The Care and Use of Hornby Rolling Stock
IN  uormal times it is possible fur the Hornbv rail*
1 way owner to select from the range of Hornby
Rolling Stock vehicles suitable for practically any
kind of train. Nowadays of course it is necessary
to make do with whatever carriages and wagons we
have. Often these are of widely different kinds as
a result of the addition of odd
vehicles, most of which have
seen hard service on other lines.

’Generally speaking, the faults
normally encountered on used
stock concern the couplings, th''
wheels and wheel frames, whether
the vehicles in question arc of
the four-wheeled or the bogie
type. Faults in couplings often
take the form of bent coupling
hooks. These bends can nor-
mally be dealt with by means
of a pair of pliers. Care is
necessary* naturally, as we do
not want to mak< matters
worse by breaking the hook
right off. If the bending re-
quired is in the up nr down
direction we must take special
care not to strain the eyelet
or rivet by means of which
the coupling is attached to the
underframe of the vehicle. A
missing loop in the case of
automatic couplings, or a lost shackle with the plain
type of hook, Can be replaced fairly easily by
forming up a new part from a piece of wire. The
adjustment of the hook so that it stands straight
out and lies fair with the couplings of other vehicles
is important. Couplings that have become com-
pletely detached (if wi- havn’t lo t them) can lx*
refitted by means of Meccano Holts and Nuts, two
of the latter being locked together to allow the
coupling freedom of movement without the nuts
coming loose.

Buffers that droop rather sadly, or which look
anywhere but in the right direction, often do so
because the buffer beams themselves are bent.
Judicious re-bending of the beams will usually correct
matters or at least improve them. The buffers them-
selves are best left alone as they cannot be replaced
under present conditions: never try to bend them
as they resent this treatment!

Wheels and wheel frames usually need cleaning,
so that this operation should be carried out before

Over the crossing! A realistic scene on a Hornby layout showing a miniature
Standard Compound at the head of a train.

any adjustments are attempted. Loose dust and so
on can be brushed off, but any oily deposit is best
wiped away. It is not difficult to remove the wheels
of coaches or wagons, the wheel frames being sprung
apart to allow the axles to be freed from the bear-
ing holes. This will show up any bent axles and

as a rule these can be put right with a pair of pliers,
gently used. If tinplate wheels loose on the axles
are being dealt with, and the wheels are,slid off the
axles for Cleaning, we must take great care not to
lose the little washers which should be found a l
the back of the wheels.

Die-cast Mansell or spoked wheels rarely require
more than a general clean, and a rag will usually do
al! that is necessary. When we replace the wheels
between the frames we should make sure that the
latter are fair and square so that the wheels can
revolve freely; a little side play is an advafitage but
this should not be excessive.

Our stock now should be fit tor satisfactory running
and we can set about improving its appearance.
General dusting and cleaning up with a soft cloth
will make a good deal of difference. Whether the
paintwork should be touched up depends on the
condition of the vehicles and the skill and materials
a t  the disposal of the owner. Finally, we can do
a lot of good if we apply, very sparingly, to the

bodywork some wax polish as
used for furniture, and polish
this up with a soft cloth, but
not a 'Muffy” one that wiff leave
a trail of bits behind.

For passenger trains we should
as far as possible run vehicles,
of similar types together. If we
cannot carry this out fully we
should try to keep the bogie
stock together, and particularly
to keep in separate sections the
coaches with Mansell wheels
and those with tinplate wheels.
The latter should preferably be
assembled behind the stock with
the heavier wheels.

With goods vehicle's the same
thing applies, although we shall
naturally have more variety of
wagons and vans in a mixed
goods train. Where odd vaus
are conveyed by passenger
train they should if possible
be fitted with die-cast wheels.

Speeding south on a Hornby railway. The Pullman, being heavier than the
other stock, is marshalled next to the engine.
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BARGAIN DISCOUNT APPROVALS
We offer a fine range of -picked Modern and New Issues on approval from Id .  — 6d, each, (Better
selections also availiible), Generous discount and prompt attention. Br. Colonials or Mixed selections
post free on request. (We do not send again unless requested). Current and Obsolete mint  G .V I  and

Coronations in  stock. "Wants*1 lists welcomed for singles, but no  single-country sheers available.

Postal Business On l y  ™E BIRKDALE STAMP Ca  tP.T.S.)---------------------------------------— 104,  LIVERPOOL ROAD, SOUTHPORT, Lancs.

THE FIRST STAMP EVER ISSUED
(British 1340 Penny Black) for P.O, 7/91 I t  is guaranteed
genuine in every respect. (Better-grade copies also
available at 10/6, 15/6 and 20/- respectively), Its com-
panion stamp (1340 2d, blue) nice used at 10/- (better
grade at 14/6, 17/6 and 22/6 respectively). Other
"('lassies** which every collector should have are the
CAPE OF GOOD ROPE TRIANGULARS we offer Id ,
rose (car. 45/-) at 17/6; I d .  brown-red (cat, 57/6) at
20/-; 4d, blue (cat, 20/-) at 10/-; fid. pale lilac (cat. 45/-3 '
ar 17/6: 1/- yellow-green (car, 90/-) at 32/6; 1/- deep
dark green (car. 90L) at 33/6: and 1/- emerald-green .
(cat. £7) at 52/6; aha VICTORIA 1850-55 Haif-Lcngth
Queen I d .  (car. to  70/-) at 10/- ( fair)  to  25/- (very fine);
and 3d. (cat. to 50/-) at 7/6 (fair) to 17/6 (very fine);
1854-55 Queen on  Throne 2d. (cat. to  25/-) at 5/- (fair)

to  12/6 (very fine).
SUPERB APPROVALS (general. or  by countries -for
really serious collectors and specialists) against

approved English references or a deposit.
Current price fist Id .  post free.

NORRIS & CO.  (Dept .  M ) ,  SOMERCOTES, DERBY

PACKET contains 30 air, triangular, and stamps with  aeroplanes, etc,—
2 LIBERIA triangular (wi th  aeroplane); NIGERIA; F. OCEANIA;
MOZAMBIQUE (Elephants); IND IA ;  1 Canada; S. AFRICA (Pictor-
ial); 2 TANGANYIKA ;  PALESTINE; BRAZIL (aeroplane design,
etc.); 5 U.S.A.; ICELAND  (Fish); Australia; CAYMAN  IS. (Pictor nU
NEW  CALEDONIA;  CAMEROON'S; ST. PIERRE: MOZAMBIQUE
(Pictorial}; MADAGASCAR; PHILIPPINE IS.; CEYLON (Pictorial);
EGYPT; JAPAN (Emperor). Price 5 id „  post 2fd. extra. Applicantu
for approvals receive 6 Pictorial S. Africa and in  addition, those
sending addresses of stump collecting friends get set of 4 JAMAICA.
BARGAINS— 100 B. Cols. 2/6; 12 Free French (Coh.) 9d.; 20 Rhodesia
1/6. ASK tor LISTS Id .  H.  C. WATKINS (MM) .  Granville Road. BARNET

APPROVAL BOOKS
containing low and medium priced Colonial and
Foreign stamps still sent to  applicants. Good discount
and a list of 90 FREE GIFTS varying in  value
according to money sent for purchases. These gitts
can be chosen by you from this list which contain#
King George VI ,  Jubilees, Free French, ALL the

Coronation Seta M in t ,  etc. 3d. stamp please,
C. A. RUSH. 38 .  Gleen's Avenge, Whetstone. Landon if.  21

THE GRAND NAVY AND
MARINE PACKET FREE

The finest packet we have ever
offered due only ton lucky purchase
of fine stamps, I T  CANNOT BE
REPEATED. I t  includes- the fine
illustrated South Africa emission,
also ICELAND (Fish), Australia
(Sailor), fine temporary over-
p r i n ted  issues o l d  Bohemia,
WALLIS Canada, K.G.VI. NEW
ZEALAND (Admiral)  and many
others space will not permit us
to describe, DON’T  FORGET
supplies arc limited, so SEND
IMMEDIATELY 3d. towards post-

age and packing and request our famous approvals.

LISBURN & TOWNSEND LTD. (M)
41, Norton Street, LIVERPOOL 3

4 South West Africa FREE
These four uncommon stamps wi l l  be sent free to all
applicants who enclose 2Jd. for postage and ask to  sec

selection of my "WORTH WHILE”  approval sheets,
JOS. H. GAZE. 10 .  Pimlico Road. CL1THER0E. Lancs.

FREE to all
STAMP COLLECTORS

SENDING
2 id .  POSTAGE

NEW
COMMEMORATIVE

f rom ZANZIBAR

G. P- KEEP
WILLINGDON
EASTBOURNE

KING GEORGE V I
A fine packet of unused British Colonials of  the
present reign from rhe Cayman Islands, Cyprus.
Grenada, Dominica, Malta, Kenya and Uganda, also
Southern Rhodesia Jubilee sent tree to  all applicants

for approvals enclosing 2id.  postage.

R. D HARRISON, ROYDON, WARE
UPWARDS
EViery Genera] Collector who can
recognise good value should be on cur

approval service. Not only are our stamps
reasonably priced, but aho we offer a worth

J while discount.  and or her specmI ad vantages
to.regular customers. You need only send a
postcard for trial  selection. We pay postage.

If CAPT.  M .  CAMPBELL & CO.  (Dept .  MM)
Il  15 ,  Nor th  West  House ,  Wos i  St . ,  Br ighton

The "CAPTAIN COOK" Pkt.
FREEI Grand stamps commemor-
ating that "Hero  of the South
Seas.*' Capt .  Cook (1728-79), inch
fine Cook Is .  (as reduced illus.).
his Sail ing Ship Endeavour, with
Chart ,  also Landing of Capt .  Cook,
etc;, just send 3d. postage for this
grand romantic packet, and ask to
see special "Mercury"  Approvals,

Philip J .  Pyke  IP.T .S .L  35 ,  Buck leifih Ave., London S.W.20
For t>ihdr Stamp Advertisements see rffjo pager 104 find viii.
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Stamp Collecting
How to Identify Stamps

By F. Riley, BSc.
17  ROM time to time I receive stamps from readers

who wish to know in what country they were
issued. It certainly requires a little experience to
identify immediately every stamp that the collector
may come across, hut there are certain guides that
are easy to learn, and I propose to go over a few

of these. Fortunately
most countries have
their names on their
stamps, which is very
helpful to collectors.
I t  is interesting to
realise that Great
Britain is an ex-
ception, the only
words appearing on
no rma l  Br i t i sh
s t amps  be ing

Pos t  a gd'" and ,
"Revenue ” and the
second of these has
often been -omitted.
Stamps made their
first appearance in
Great Britain, and
are apparently still
regarded here as a

purely British institution. Fortunately no reader
is ever in any trouble as a result of this omission,
as British stamps are unmistakable because of the
portraits they carry, and in many other instances
portraits would be reliable guides if necessary. On
what stamp but a German one, for in-
stance, could the grim old face of
Hindcnlyirg appear?

The names of the countries that
appear on stamps are not always in
English form, but in certain cases a
name that appears in some strange
script is also given in English, as on the
Siamese stamp illustrated on this page.
In other cases the name is easily
recognised. Good examples are the
South African stamps on which the
name appears as “Smd-Afrika," and the
stamps of French Morocco, on which
the name takes the form of "Maroc."
Other names that come to mind are
"Turkiye” on Turkish stamps, and
"Lir/nr#,** on those of Lithuania. The
second of is an interesting example, as i t  is
liable to give rise to confusion with the stamps of
Latvia, which seems to be the nearest English
equivalent. Latvian stamps however carry the* name
"Latvija," or sometimes "Latwija.”

In many instances the full name of the issuing
country docs not appear
on stamps, initials of some
kind being used instead.
Some of these should be
known to the youngest
stamp collector, and for-
tunately arc easily learned.
The two most familiar *
examples  a r e  “ L’.ii.
Postage,” which appears
on the stamps oi the
U.S.A., and the
initials of the words
"Republ ic  F rancaise”
which distinguishes the
stamps of France. French
stamps usually carry the

w o rd
“Pos/rs,"
which is
a good
gu ide
also to
the stamps of the French Colonics and dependencies.

Another example that is not quite so straight-
forward, but is known to practically everybody, is
provided bv Russia. The official name for this
country is Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and
the initials oi this title in its Russian form appear
on Russian stamps. The Russians use Eastern script,
and not the Roman script to which we are accustomed,
and these initials take the form of “C.C.C.P.” They
are easily learned, as are the initials “P.C.C.P.” that
were used in Soviet Russia prior to 1923.

Other interesting examples of the use of Eastern
script come from the Balkans. Greek, stamps carry
the Greek name of the country in this script, which
appears a s“EAAA£,”  as seen on the Greek stamp
illustrated on page 105. The stamps of Crete carry
the strange inscription "KPHTH,” which to us
is meaningless, but is simply the name of the island
in Greek lettering. Bulgarian stamps also carry the
name of the country issuing them in the same script,
as do those of Jugoslavia. Both are easily learned
sufficiently tn allow identification, and to make
matters a little simpler there is a tendency in recent
stamps to include the name also in Roman script, a
tendency that is particularly noticeable in the stamps
of Jugoslavia.

Although very few
of my readers are
familiar with Arabic
script, all can recognise
scripts of its type,
and seeing one on a
stamp will send them
to search among the
countries where such
scripts arc used. Those
using Arabic script
include Egypt, Syria,
Turkey and Arabian
countries, most of
which have  o the r
features, such as names,
portraits and designs,
by which they can

be recognised. The Persian 1.50 T stamp illustrated
on this page is another good example of this kind.
The strange characters, similar in appearance to
Arabic, seen below the two portraits on this stamp;
presumably mean Persia or Iran, and they can be
found , on practically all modem stamps of that
country. Those who are interested in the stamps
issued there will have no difficulty in recognising
the inscription when they see it, and keen stamp
collectors who are only just beginning the hobby
would have little more difficulty in learning it.

Here I should point out how useful good catalogues
are? Those of Stanley Gibbons and Whitfield King
illustrate stamp designs fully, and the collector can
identify an unknown stamp definitely by finding its
reproduction in thorn. The hints I give in Ibis article
will be useful in pointing to possible countries, and
so speeding up the search, and in any case a reference
to the < ataloguo is always desirable. Even if this
is not absolutely necessary for identification, it is
as well to provide confirmation by comparison of
detail, and the collector will also gather much useful
information from his search.
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FREE SYMBOLIC PACKET
Get  this tine packet of Symbolic Stamps ABSOLUTELY
FREE to  sdd co your collection. I t  contains commem-
orative U.S.A, stamp inscribed "Win  the War”  and
showing rhe “V”  tor V ic tory  (Symbol o f  the Al l ies)
and is catalogued fid. The GERMAN stamp shows the
Swastika (Symbol o f  the Nazis) and  was issued fo r  use
on  Official Nazi Government  letters only.  Th is  packet
o f  scarce and interesting stamps w i l l  be sent to  you
ABSOLUTELY FREE i f  you ask us for Approvals and

Price List and  send us 3d. for postages.
THE WINDSOR STAMP CO. (Dept. M ) ,  UCKFIELD. Sussex

Bermpda K .G .V I  id J I d .  Provisional used . , * 1/6
Ceylon K .G .V I  IR .  obsolete used . . .  . . .  1/6
Grenada K .G .V I  2}d.  used ................................... 6d.
S. Leone K .G .V I  fid. used . . .  . . .  . . .  9d.
S.  Rhodesia K .G .V !  1931 Jd., I d .  and  6d. mint  . . .  1/8

MONTHLY BULLET IN  Id . ,  o r  I / -  per annum.
SUBSCRIBE NOW

(Postal business on ly) .
THE BELFAST STAMP SERVICE

67 ,  Ash ley  Avenue ,  Bel fast

HALF PRICE APPROVALS
We-arc offering un t i l  further notice special books of
BRIT ISH COLONIALS inch CORONATIONS and
K.G.VI  issues, also EUROPEAN and other FOREIGN

at 50% DISCOUNT
Min imum  purchase, 10/- worth for 5/- net .
Send 5/- DEPOSIT fo r  choice selection,

SAUNDERS & CO.  t 51,  Draycot t  Avenue ,  HARROW

S.G. SIMPLIFIED Catalogue Numbers
Mint marked *

Postage Extra.  S.A.E. Appreciated
I d .  <a.: *53, 86, 182, 182 A, 183, IS ! ,  184 A ,  20u, 218,
220, 227, 228, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263,
264, 266, 268, 389, 390, 391, 393, 41U, 411, -112, 460,
461, 462, 463. 463A. 503, 504, 505. 506. 508, 509,
536, 538, 539, 540, 547, 548. 543, 550, 60S, 6UJ, 610,
61 J, 612, 622, 623. 624, 625, 637. 638. 639, 64u.
2d. ea.: *55, 136, 139, 229, 230, 269, 270, 272, *305,
*306, *307, *308, *309, *3l<t, •;« 1. *312. *313, 413,
510, 512, 513, 514, 551, 558. 577. 579, 613, 641, 642.
3d. ea.: *67. 132, 133. 140, 143. 144, 157. 231, 232,
273. 274. 275, *314, '315.  *316, *317. 417. 576, 580.
582, 591, 617, 632, 643, 644, 644A, 645, 646, 653, 654.
6d. ea.: 134. 135. 138, 142, 145, 146, 147, 149, 233,
235, 236, *318. *319. *320, *321, 587, 600, 646A , 647.
V -  ISO, 164, 165, 166, 167. 168. 234. 237, 583,
647A. 1/6 ea.: *365, *366. 367, *368. 2 6 ea.: 238,
647B. 4 / -  ea.: 239.
I ran Pkts., a l l  Diff.: 35 for 2, 6, 70 for 5/-. 100 for 8/-.
F.  Har lowB.P.AJ,  133 ,  Bradbourne Vale. Sevenoaks, Kent

IRAN MORE THAN 300
readers o f  this rtiagnzine are regularly receiving our
Approval  Books, containing a l l  the present K .G.VI
m in t  stamps up  to 1/-, hooks o f  used stamps and
Blocks, w i t h  al l  stamps priced separately. I f  you wish
to receive some too, you need on ly  send a postcard to

THE GEM STAMP CO.
1729 ,  London Road,  Leigh-on-Sea

BARNET 6c FORD
The Stamo Shop. 5b. High Street,  Conway. H .  Wales
FREE 2 India (A l  Bu  Said O/P)  m in t  on  orders 5/- o r

over (price 3d. others).
AUSTRIA 1934 Peasant set, 18 vals. f .u. 3/-.

N.Z. 1944 Heal th  Pairs, M at fid., f.u. 9d., F .D.C.  I/-.
ZANZIBAR Al  Bu  Said Comments. (4 )  m .  2/3.

NYASALAND (New Pictorials), Booking orders: m in t
id  —3d.. lOd.; id .—1/-, 3/9.: id.—£1, 49/10,

FREE — STAMPS CATALOGUED Sz -
to  applicants fo r  i d .  approvals.

COX,  17 .  STONELEIGH PARK ROAD,  EWELL
Write to-day for Br i t ish Colonial  Approvals I d .—6d.

single items, also Coronations and short mint  sets.
Postage 2id. Purcell  T22, Green Lane. Amersham, Bucks.

1944  HEALTH
Globe-Trotter  'offers you this
month one of the NEW
ZEALAND  1944 Health Stamps
FREE together w i th  Zanzibar

1944  Large Pict.  Comment. Th is
amaiing FREE GIFT w i l l  be sent
to  al l  applicants for a Globe-
Trot ter  Approval  Selection and

enclosing 3d- stamp.
Globe-TroLler. /u.WestAve,,  B'hamZD

8 LIBERATED COUNTRIES

SOUND INVESTMENTS
NYASALAND  9 complete MINT to  IJ-ttt 916-. I f . , ! / . ,
2/6, 5/-, 10/- and £1, prices on  application. JAMAICA
2 id .  and 3d. m in t  pair  1/6. TURKS (o ld )  m in t  o r
used fid. and 1/- at 12/6; (new) fid. and 1/- at 2/-,
FALKLAND 2id.  m in t  Sheet 60 w i t h  control £3 or
1/6 each. GAMBIA  (o ld )  l i d .  and 2d. m in t  pair 1/3.
A l l  K .G .V I  issues. Last month’s offers sti l l  available

from:
The Western Imperial Stamp Co,. Trowbridge, Wilts,

Stamps f rom 8 European countries l iberated by  the
Allies. Free to  al l  applicants enclosing 3d. to  covet
postage and  applying for our famous approval sheets.

ERRINGTON & MARTIN
Dept .  No .  411. South Hackney ,  E .9

For tithiT Strtniff Advertisements see alsu pages 102 and vit i .
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We have seen
better designs on
tram tickets, and
yet the cause is
worthy enough.
The stamp has
been emitted in
honour of the
Argen t ina
reservists, a body
of men of fine
physique, as the
writer of this can
testify from per-
sonal experience.
Maybe it was thought that it takes all kinds to fill
a stamp album, which can be the only logical excuse
for many stamps issued thesfc days; on the other
hand it must be admitted that some of the designs
of modern stamps particularly those of France,
Germany and Holland, arc simply magnificent, and
collectors who are interested in artistic production*,
are in for a treat when all the present upset is over.

And now to our own colonials. The first stamp
that calls for our attention is the new 14 a. of Aden,
which has been issued to rover the air mail rate
from Aden to our own country. It is in consequence
an air mail stamp, though not thus described, and
can be added to the relatively recent* 1 /3  values of

Go ld  Coas t ,
Nigeria and Sierra
Leone, all in West
Africa. Air mail
s t amps  were
popular right from
their advent, and
co l l ec to r s  a t
British Colonial
stamps felt out
of it, but this
s eems  to  be
changing. After the
war our colonies,
a t  least as much
as other countries
who will no doubt
be using aeroplanes

for the transport of mail, may be allowed to issue
full sets of air mail stamps. Apart from any other
consideration these have a great propaganda value,
as the rest of the world has long since discovered.

On 9th February the 6d. and 1 / -  stamps of Turks
and Caicos Islands came out in their new colours,
sepia and olive green respectively, and such was
the demand for the now obsolete pair, accentuated
by lack of stock in the island post offices, that they
are now selling for 12/6. Some collectors are won-
dering if these prices are inflated, and if they will
drop after the war. Without knowing just what
post-war conditions will be like, one cannot say for
certain, but unquestionably stamps of the current
reign are at least as likely to keep up as are any
other groups. We will have to leave the amplification
of this interesting subject to some other time.

The Indian Office has advised of the issue of a set of
official postage stamps ior the state of Babawalptir, an
Indian state in the Punjab. The stamps are only for
official use in the
state.

And now for our
monthly tip. Be
sure and buy—or
beg—a pair of the
South West Africa
bantams 1/ -  value,
with large over-
print. Don’t be
afraid, if you can
afford it, to pay a
lew shillings. You
won’t get them else,
and you won't be
sorry in the long run.

Stamp Gossip
and Notes on  New Issues

By F. E. Metcalfe

r 'sNE likes to givf pride of place to British Colonial
stamps, when discussing the month's new issues,

but this time the honour simply must go to the
new stamp issued in Loudon by the Polish Govern-
ment, in honour of those great countrymen of theirs
who rose last year in Warsaw, to help throw the
Germans out of their beloved city. Political issues
are not the concern of stamp collectors or writers,

and it would be as well
if we aR remembered
that; but we cannot
help feeling reverence
for gallant patriots who
freely lay down their
lives, so that their
country might live.
That is the only issue
for us, and we must,
as stamp collectors,
feel honoured that
the Polish Govern-
ment thought fit to
show their apprecia-
tion by the issue of
a postage stamp,
the one we arc illus-
trating this month.
Moreover it is a
pleasure also be-
cause the stamp

itself is worthy of the cause, and not like some
of the rubbishy designs that have recently emanated
from London. .Although 100,000 copies of the
stamp have been printed, such will be the demand
for this stamp that it is likely to rise very much
in price. It should therefore be bought as soon
as possible by any interested collector.

In this connection it may be mentioned that
a reader of one of the stamp papers has written to
say that a used set of the Polish "Monte Cassino"
overprints, recently being offered over here for a few
shillings, is making £10 in Belgium.

Another foreign stamp we are illustrating comes
from Greece.
If r eade r s
will notice
the figures
at the right
bo t tom
corner they
will see that
they amount
to two mil-
lion, and it
took two of
these stamps
to send an
ordinary let-
ter to Great
Britain. The
peacetime value of that most historical monetary
unit in the whole world, the drachma, was about
10d., and it took four million of them to send a
letter! It may even take four hundred million now.
That kind of thing might have happened in our
own country, but for Providence and stout arms.
Maybe when we are .grumbling about the quality of
the stamp mounts we have to use in these days,
and when our favourite dealer has run out of album
leaves, we might reflect that there are other worries
in the work I.

The third foreign stamp to be shown this month
is a quaint item from Argentina. Quaint is the word.
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Prize-winners  in  “Meccano  Toy”
Compet i t ion

The “Meccano Toy" Com pi1tition was announced in
the November 1944 “V/.iW.," and in i t  prizes were
offered for simple mechanical toys constructed from
Meccano parts and suitable for amusing young children.
'Ihe best entries were received from the competitors
named in the following list, who have been awarded
prizes as indicated: »

SECTION “J"—  First Prize, £2/2/-: J .  A. Dale,
Hatfield; 2nd, £1 1, - :  J .  A. Kennett, Gerrards CroSs;
3rd, in 6: T Waite, Wakefield. Consolation Prizes of
5/-. G Findlay, Ilkley; J .  Thompson, Glasgow;
R. Berney, Sheffield.

Fighters of the Red Air Force
(Continued from prigc 8 / )

radial engine, which has increased the speed to
385 m.p.h. The fire-power has also been stepjx?d up
by the inclusion of two 20 nun. cannons and two
machine-guns. Compared with other recent Allied
fighters, the speed of the J.AGG-5 may seem low,
but the Germans learned in 1940 that a high speed
alone will not win battles. Like “the Few” in the
Battle of Britain, the Russians have proved that
ingenuity in attack and cool courage often produce
better results. They hunt the Luft wa fie relentlessly
and, when their ammunition has l>een expended, do
not hesitate to ram an enemy bomber and then
bale out. Indeed this ramming has become a recog-
nised tactic in Russian air
fighting, and several pilots
have quite a “bag" of enemy
bombers destroyed in this way.
Another tactic that occasioned
much wailing over the German
radio is the pleasant habit that
some Russian pilots have of
dying up behind a German
aeroplane and then chewing
oft the Nazi tail with an
“armoured" airscrew. But such
wailing is hardly likely to deter
the Russians.

Facts about Steel
(Continued from pnge 85)

heat from the steel, and
generally adds to the expense
of production. Sometimes, too,
carbon in the steel is found to
combine with elements in the
furnace atmosphere, and the
withdrawal of carbon from the
steel means that it Incomes
“decarburised," that is It has
a soft skin, which is a nuisance.
Before ever the steel ran la- made into tools or other
parts, this soft skin has to be ground off. If a part
or tool is required to exart dimensions, the presence
i f this soft skin means that the finished part will
be less than the size required, since so much will
have to i>e ground oft.

For these and other reasons it is usual to build
modem furnaces with what is termed “controlled
atmosphere** arrangements. This means that only
certain neutral gases, that is those not attacking the
steel in any way, are admitted into the heating
chamber, so that the steel comes out of the furnace
as < lean as it went in. Careful control of these gases
is achieved in a number of ingenious wavs. Oxygen
is kept out altogether, as this element is the most
active inside the heating chamber in attacking the
steel.

You will now have learned why steel has to be
heat-treated and ,  what this treatment does. In a
further article I shall explain the modern stainless
and Heat-resisting steels, which are one of the most
famous and valuable steel discoveries of the last
20 or 30 years.

Assembling Yak-I fighters in the Soviet X aircraft factory, for the Red Air
Force. (See special article on page 80).

SECTION “ft”— First Prize, £2/2/-: J .  Draper,
Worcester Park; 2nd, £11 - :  T. Pickard, Sutton,
Surrey; 3rd, 10/6: G. B. Rogers, Hull. Consolation
Prizes of 5 -: G. Bishop, Middlesbrough; J .  Ambrose,
Ely: M. Bieck wen, Felthan*, G. Norton, Nottingham

The entry 1 liked best was an amusing robot
marionette, which was capal b of performing all kinds
of funny antics. It was built by j .  A. Dale, Hatfield,
and was about 18 in, in height. Every limb was fully
pivoted iu all its joints, and the ankles, knee, thigh,
elbow, shoulder ami neck, etc., were all operated by
pulling strings attached to them. This model was
awarded First Prize in Section A.

An exciting horse race game and a see-saw both of
which were worked by a ( lockwork motor, were sent
by J .  A. Kennett, Gerrards Cross, and won for him the
Second Prize in Section A.

A simpll horse and cart with driver was the entry
submitted by J .  Draper, Worcester Park, who won
the First Prize in Section B. In a rather ingenious
rnamier the lash of the driver’s whip is passed
through a Boiler forming the auimafs body, and
tied to one of its fore-legs, which it pushes up and
down when the model is pushed along.

Tony Pickard, Sutton, won Second Prize in Section
B for a toy acrobat operated by pulling strings.NATIONAL MODEL AIRCRAFT COMPETITIONS

The closing date in the National Competitions
organised by the Association of British Aeromodellers
is 31st March. In these competitions, the largest in
scale yet arranged in Great Britain, a large number
of xaluable silver trophies arid more than £350 in
cash an? offend in prizes. There arc eight contests,
covering every phase of model aeroplane construction
and flying, and those interested van obtain full details
and standard entry forms from the Secretary, the
Association of British Arromodvllers, 28. Hanover
Street, London W 1 Applications should be accom-
panied by a stamped self-addressed envelope.

COMPETITION RESULTS (HOME)
November “Meccano Parts" Contest.—1st Prize: 1

Linton, Mirfield; 2nd Prize: R. H. Uldroyd, I rdingion;
3rd Prize: H. A. Guntlry, Twickenham, Consolation
Prizes: D. 1>. Briggs, Kettering; G. Harden, London
S.W.18; T. D. Tasker, Barnsley.

December “Advertisement Letter Square" Contest.
I >t 'Prize: H. Boyd, Glcngormly; 2nd Prize: D. S. Gray,
I pwcll; 3rd Prize: T. Cox, Chesterfield. Consolation
Prize: D. B. Appleyard, East Ardsley.
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Competitions! Open To All Readers
What Locomotives are These?

which is not only the name of a locomotive
but also that of a class on the L.N.E.R,
The solution hero therefore is L.N.E.R.
No. 2800 “ Saudi inghtnn” In all eases the

owning company and
number  shou ld  be
given as well as the
name, as in this case.

The contest is divided
into the usual two
sections, for Home and
Overseas ivaders res-
pect ively.  In each
prizes to the value of
21 -, 15/ -  and in 6
will be given, and there
will be consolation
prizes of 2/6 each for
other solutions that are
worthy of recognition.
If there is a tie for
any prize neatness and
novelty will be taken
into consideration.

' Entries in this contest must be
addressed: ” Alarch Locomotive Contestt
Meccano Alaga~inet Binns Hoad, Liver-
pool 13.“ The closing dates are: Home
Section, 30th April; Overseas Section,
31st October.

It is a lang time since we gave readers
the opportunity of taking part in a com-
petition that involves finding locomotive
names to which simple clues arc given, so
here is one/ Tn the
panel in the centre of
this page is a series of
j>h rases and sentences,
20 of them altogether,
each of which -points
directly to the name of
a locomotive belonging
to one of the four British
railways. The clues are
similar to those usually
given in crossword
puzzles, Some are easy,
but- others will tax en-
trants just a little. All
are very interesting, and
it will be fun to track
down the names of the
locomotives concerned in
any of the well-known
lists of named British engines, if indeed
any readers require the aid of such lists!

In order to make the idea clear we may
take the first clue *'A Royal home."
Thinking over Royal homes in this country
we are led naturally to “Sandringham,"

1. A Royal home
2. Building celebrated in song
3. Named after its father
4. Maps and mountains
5. Follows the plough
6. Famous ship and bridge builder
7. Has wings with which to fly
8. Should its colour be green?
9. A much prized fur

10. A holiday present
11. Guide in the night sky
12. The only one of his name
13. Now stood down
14. Scene of a British victory
15. A vain bird
16. Sounds ga£ fired
17. The lady is not Belgian
18. Of Roman origin
19. A prairie capital
29. An eastern port

also take into consideration the ages of competitors
• In each of the two sections, for Home and Overseas

competitors respectively, into which this Contest is
divided there will be three prizes, of 21/- ,  15 -
and 10/6, and in addition there will be special
prizes for other entries that are 'really novel and
well worked out. Competitors must take the greatest,
care to write their names and addresses, with their
ages, very clearly on the backs of the actual entries
where this is possible. If they have to be writ leu
on separate Ups of paper these must be firmly
attached. Closing dates: Home Section, 30th April.
Overseas Section, 31st October

“Go As You Please"
Nearly two years ago we introduced to Gtir readers

a competition in which they could submit as entries
almost anything lhev wished. Linder the name of
"Go 4s  Yon Please" Contest this proved very success-
ful indeed, and this month wc are giving, readers a
second oppojtunity of this kind.

The point about this contest is that no reader will
be able to excuse himself for not sending in an entry
by saying that ho is not “good at that sort of thing,"
as he is invited simply to let us see what ho fir good
at. Those who draw or paint will irmnpcltalrly set
to work with glee to produce entries with brush or
pfcncil. Those who cannot do this, but can write,
may send in some original essay or story, or even
poetry! Anything is acceptable in a go-as-you-please
contest, and every entry will be considered on its
merits. Puzzles, either of well-known types such as
crosswords or new kinds, ahd even suggestions for
new contests, would form suitable entries, and there
is nothing to prevent readers from submitting
specimens of their own production if their hobbies are
construct ionnl, provided that these specimens are
not bulky. If they are, photographs, drawings or
descriptions should be submitted, care being taken
to emphasise features showing novelty or originality.
The only exceptions to the "go-as-you-please" idea
arc photographs and Meccano models; these are
provided for in other contests announced in this issue.

The decision of the judges will be based, not oh the
nature of an entry, but on the ingenuity and skill
shown in putting an idea into practice. They will

March Photographic Contest
This month's photographic contest is the 3rd of

our 1945 scries, and in it. as usual, prizes are offered
for the best photographs of any kind submitted
There are two conditions— I, that thejphotograph
must have been taken by the competitor? and 2. that
on the b.idk of the print must be staled exactly what
the photograph represents. A fancy title may be
added if the entrant desires.

Entries will be divided into two sections, A for
readers aged 16 and over, and H for those under 16
They should be addressed: "March Photo Contest,
Meccano Magazine, Binns Road. Lt ver pool 1J . "  There
will be separate sections for Overseas readers and in
each section prizes of 15 and 7 6 will be awarded.
Closing dates: Home Section, 31st March; Overseas
Section. 29th September.
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BRAIN TEASERS

FIGURE THIS OUT
Can you arrange JR dots iu 8 lines of 5 dots each?

• • . • PJ.C.
THIS HAS BEEN SOLVED

After this tenser a straightforward calculation
will be welcome. A market gardener keeps one >n
every 200 of bis bean pods for next year’s seed, and
there are eight times as many pods per plant as
there were beans in each pod. If all the seeds ger-
minate he always gets the same number of plants each
year. How man 5- brans are there, iu each pud?’r tr r

Fireside Fun
Mrs. Ponders!y-Smyth: "And then, Mary, I want

you to stand at the drawing room door and cal! the
guests’ names as they arrive."

Mary: "Yes, mum. I suppose the first thing that
comes in my head to say about them will do/’

* » ♦ •
Bus Conductress: "All you folk hanging on the

steps get off. This is a bus, not a 11ypa per."

SOLUTIONS TO LAST MONTH S PUZZLES
The directions that an aeroplane would take from

Ixmdon to the four t itu-s named in our first teaser
last month cannot be found by reference to an
ordinary map of the world, as this is a projection.
The best way is to use a globe and stretch a piece
of string tightly between the beginning and end of
each journey, for this gives the great circle course,
as it is called, which represents the shortest distance
over the curved surface of the Earth. It is then
found that an aeroplane from London bound for
Tokyo by the shortest route would travel north
eastward, passing over Finland, Murmansk and
Nor them Siberia. An aeroplane bound similarly for
Auckland, New Zealand, would pursue a course
slightly to the south, jiassing over Japan and the
Solomon Islands in the Pacific. The course for
Winnipeg crosses Mull of Galloway to the southern
end pf Greenland, and from there goes over Hudson
Bay, white an aeroplane bound for Bombay crosses
Northern Germany, the Crimea, the Caucasus region
of South Russia and Iran."I 'd  like to see an evening dress that would fit me,"

"So would 1, madam.1'
• * • *

"You don’t look well. You should take a holiday.”
'"I’d tike to, but I can’t stay away from work.*’
"Why, can't they do without you?"
"Of course, but I don’t want them to find out.”

« * * ■
Rufus was sadly tying a handkerchief round his

hand when the sawmill boss came back.
“Hullo," said the boss. "What have you been

doing now."
"Big saw cut ma finger off, sail."
"How did that happen?"
"Dunno, sah. J just touched de darn saw, like

dis— Lord, dere goes au udder!”

THIS MONTH’S HOWLER
Contralto is a low kind of music that is sung only

by ladies. "Isn't Major Pepper out of that bunker yet, caddie?
How many strokes has he had?”

"Fifteen ordinary. Sir, and one apoplectic.”

“My daddy’s a policeman too, but he isn’t mounted
like that one. 1 wish he was.”

“Why." 1
"Weft, when there's trouble he could get away

quicker."

"Boxing the Compass” consists in repeating the
points of the compass in order. To “Run the Easting
down” is to travel in an easterly direction in high
southern latitudes, where fair or rumjing winds
prevail. “Splicing the main-brace” is an expression
used by seamen in old times to mean an extra
allowance of spirits, in cases of cold or wet. “Taking

J the hitch" means to pass the running end of a rope
under the last turn to hold it securely on a belaying
pin ofc, cleat. A helmsman who is ordered to steer
"Full and by" keeps his vessel sailing as close to
the wind, that is as nearly against the wind, as she
can go. “hi the Roaring Fur Lies" means between
40 deg. and 50 deg. south latitude, a region where
strong westerly winds prevail.

The fishy jumbles of our third puzzle when put
in order give the following: SWORDFISH; SHARK;
MACKEREL; MULLET:  CONGER EEL:
BARRACUDA.
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BOND'S
We wil l  again be able to supply
all the requirements of the Model
Maker when the war is over and
many new items are now on the •
drawing board getting ready for
the time when we can put them
into production together with all
our other well-known specialities.

We can supply small quantities
of materials, screws, rivets, gears *
and tools, etc., so we wi l l  be
pleased to know what you are

requiring.

No  catalogues are available now.

We wil l  be  p leased  to  purchase any
models  in  good  work ing  condition.
Kindly send  full  part iculars and

price requi red .

BOND'S O' EUSTON ROAD  LTD.
F«d. 1887. 3 57 ,  Euston Road
EUSton 5441-2. LONDON N.W.1

BE A RADIO  CONSTRUCTOR and get fine
results by building tested and guaranteed designs.
My constructional Data Sheets provide complete details,
wi th fine prints and diagrams, which tell and show you
how to make the Sets, etc. You cannot go wrong.
DATA SHEETS for :  High Efficiency Crystal Set, 1/6.
Super Short-wave 2-Valve Set (Battery), 2/6. Three-
Valve Med.-wave Set (Battery), 2/-. Two-Valve
Amplifier (Battery), 2/6. Microphone, 2/6. Shocking

Coil ,  2/6. Please include stamp.
SPARKS’ DATA SHEETS,  9, Phoebeth Road,

Brock ley, London S.E.4.

NOW/
Radio-Communication, Television, Radio-location,
etc., wi l l  play an ever-increasing and Important part
in  post-war developments. Britain leads the world i n
this scientific and far-reaching field and there wi l l  be
an ever-widening range of bril l iant careers ahead for
new entrants.
Specialised training for appointments in  all branches
of Radio is available at The Wireless Colleges.

Boarders
accepted In both
Colleges
Recognised by
Messrs. Marconi
and all leading
Radio employers
On  A i r  Ministry
List
Most modern
and complete
equipment

Licensed by H.M.
Postmaster
GeneralNEW

TERMS Organised Sport
at both Colleges

MAY
AND

SEPT.

• Own  Swimming
Pool

Low Fees

For Illustrated Prospectus send 2d. stamp to
The Principal of  the Colwyn Bay College

WIRELESS COLLEGES
CALMORE, SOUTHAMPTON or

ROCKET Large stocks of Mechanical and Engineering Textbooks.

FOYLES
FOR BOOKS

New and second-hand books on all subjects.
BOOKS BOUGHT.

119-125, Charing Cross Road ,  London W.C .  2
'Phone: QERrard 5660 (16 lines). Open 9—6 (inc. Sats.).

BOMB
Modelcraft Plan of German “V  2” Rocket
Bomb, Tractor and Conveyor (Scale 1/72)

Price 1z 6

Other new releases (1/72):
Barracuda . . . 6d. Me 262 . . . 6d.
Firefly . . . 6d. Me 163 . . . 6d.
Austcrcraft . . . 6d. Piper Grasshopper 6d.
If you have not had the Modelcraft Illus-
trated Price List (Dec.), apply to any Official
Stockist, or send 3d. and unstamped

Addressed envelope to:

MODELCRAFT LTD.
77  (M .M. ) ,  Grosvenor Rd. ,  London  5 .W.1

LINESIDE FEATURES: "00” "0”
NEW STATION SEATS t . . .  1/3 1/3
OIL TANK STORAGE . . 15/6
COTTAGES ..........................
STATION SEAT AND TIME-

6/- 9/

TABLE BOARD . . . . 3/6 3/6
COAL OFFICES

BOOKS: Postage extra
A.B.C. WALLETS to hold Four

4/-

A.B.C.’s,

5/6

1/9, bv post 1/11
"THE MCINTOSH LOCOS. OF CALEDONIAN

RLY.,” 3/6. bv post 3/9
"MODEL RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION,”

1/6, bv post l/8f.
"MODERN LOCOS. AND ELEC. TRACTION OF

S.R.”, 1/6, postage 3d. extra
"CARDBOARD ROLLING STOCK AND HOW TO

BUILD IT,” 2/6,  by post 2/9
TYLDESLEY & HOLBROOK

109, Deansgate, Manchester 3 ’Phone: Bia’ 7812
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MANUFACTURE SUSPENDED UNTIL  AFTER THE WAR

STUDY AT HOME FOR"CARDBOARD ROLLING STOCK AND
HOW TO BUILD IT"

A book for every model railway owner !
2/6 from leading model shops or 2/9 post free direct;

or  send 2d. stamp for full details.
E.  Ranklne Gray. 726 .  Christchurch Rd.. Boscombe. Hants. MATRICULATION

35 mm.  Films. All description from 6/-. Baers, 176,
Wardour  St. ,  London W. l .  Hire Programmes 10/-, Wolsey Hall (Est. 1894) wi l l

coach you by post for London
Matric.. School Cert. ,  Engin.
Prelim., Lond. B.Sc. Degree,
Teachers* exams., etc.  Tuition
continued free if you fail; low
fees, instalments. PROSPECTUS
FREE from Director of Studies.

Dept.  GK1,
WOLSEY HALL, OXFORD

CRYSTAL RECEIVERS
Requi re  no  va lve*  o r  battery for the  recep t ion

of  B .B .C ,  p rogrammes .

ALL  ou r  sets have tapped aerial Inductance, condenser
tuning,  are we l l  made, tota l ly  enclosed,, aerial tested
and guaranteed to give satisfaction where  proper ly
set up  In  a recept ion area.
THE B.B.C.  BLACKBIRD,  Is a pocket  set 7Q/Z
wi th  porcelain base and steel cover .  Pr ice “ Q
THE WALL NUT,  a bargain crystal set I n  fine
qual i ty  G.P.O. polished wa lnut  hinged case. f
For  cable o r  shel ter wal l .  Price X “
THE SHERMAN TANK receiver  is a nove l  y.  r r
crystal set w i th  an al l-metal cover.  Pr ice J “
BUZZERS.  Midget  Townsend high note  buzzers. 10/ - .
Light  practice buzzers, 3/6. Heavy Bakeli te L.M.,  5 /6 .
Tunable Buzzers In  l igh t  metal  cases, 7 /6 ;  a l l  volts.
MORSE KEYS from 8/6 each.
DETECTORS.  Semi ' .perm. Per i kon  type,  2/6,
Catswhisker type,  2/6. Card of  detector k i t ,  1 /6 .
Mu l t i p le  de tec tor  a rm ;  choice of  6 Catswhiskers;  1 /6
each. HEADPHONES,  17/6.
BUTTON MICROPHONES.  G.P.O.  Sound Trans-
m i t t e r  Un i ts ,  1 '  dia. for transmission of  speech, music,
stethoscope, spot ters,  l isteners, etc. ,  2 /6 .  High-rat io
Transformer for same, w i t h  instruct ions.  4/6.
INV IS IBLE  RAY CONTROL.  Photo-cel l  Raycraft
set w i th  bakel i te selenium br idge.  10,000 ohms sensitive
relay, megostat,  etc.,  w i th  book le t ,  42/-.

For  o the r  bargains see previous advert isements of

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214, Queeni town Rd . ,  Bat tersea,  London S .W.8
■ Te lephone:  Macaulay 2159 "

THE "DANDY"  TOY PISTOL
complete with 3 wood shells, price 2/6, by post 2/9.
Also THE "CHAMP” TOY CANNON, complete with 3

wood shells, price 2/6, by post 2/9.
BRUCE JOHNSTON. Toy Stores, KEIGHLEY, Yorks.

SHIP  K ITS
An entirely New Range of Ship Kits, the  finest value
on the market.  See the  .new shaped hull. Many
fittings. “H.M.S.  King George V"  7/6, “H.M.S.
Warspite” 7/6, post 6d.  each. " H.M.S. Mauritius" 6/6,

post 6d.  “Tribal Class” 5/6, post 4d.
In the  near future many new ship kits will be available

including Miniature Ship  Kits.
1945 list ready soon. Send 3d.  stamps.

GEORGE D .  CAMPBELL
Dept .  M ,  46 ,  H igh  St ree t ,  DUMFRIES

CIGARETTE CARD COLLECTORS!
Send for my 1944-45 list of 500 different series.

Nearly 20,000 different cards! Price 4d. (Govt,  order) .
Current  Bargain List I d .

Cards Purchased. I pay high prices for  all kinds in
first-class condition. Old or  modern,  large or  small;

complete sets o r  accumulations.
Especially Required. American or  o the r  foreign cards;
Wills series issued abroad; Gallaher “Irish Views,”

and  all cards issued before 1923.
R. W.  HOUSTON,  BCM  EXCHANGE,  LONDON W.C.1

12-page  CATALOGUE
including SPARE PARTS SECTION

Price 1z -
(STAMPS PLEASE)

4 mm. scale 00  gauge models only
Agents:

HAMLEY BROTHERS LTD.
200 ,  Regent Street, London W. l

GEORGE D. CAMPBELL
46 ,  High Street, Dumfries

WILSON S LORRIES LTD.
Dept .  M ,  BRACKNELL, Berks.
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Join the Well-Paid Ranks
of the TRAINED MEN
MANY THOUSANDS MORE ARE
URGENTLY NEEDED. PREPARE
YOURSELF FOR A BETTER
POSITION AND BETTER PAY

The I.C.S. offer Courses of  Instruction
in  a wide range of  subjects,  including:
Accountancy
Advertising
Aeronautical Engineering
Aero Engine Fitting
Aero Fitting and Rigging
Aeroplane Designing
Air-Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boilermaking
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Contracting
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering
Civil  Engineering
Clerk of Works
Colliery Management
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering
Cotton Manufacturing
Diesel Engineering
Draughtsmanship

(State which branch)
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Engineer in Charge
Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Fitting and Turning
Foundry Work
Garage Management
Gas-Power Engineering
Ground Engineer
Heating and Ventilating

AnJ most o
and

f the Technical, Profenionol
Matriculation Exams.

Hydraulic Engineering
Joinery
Journalism
Machin Designing
Machine-Tool Work
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Electrician
Mine Surveying
Mining Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanic
Moulding
Plastics
Power-House Attendants
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Servicing
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary Engineering
Secretarial Work
Sheet-Metal Work
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying

(State which branch)
Telegraph Engineering
Telephone Engineering
Templating
Textile Designing
Toolmaking
Welding, Gas & Elec.
Woodworking
Woollen Manufacturing
Works Engineering

Ambi t i ous  men  everywhere  have
succeeded through. I .C.S. Home-Study
Courses*  So a l so  can  you .  We

offer you the benefit
of our  5 3 years*
matchless experience
as  t he  c rea t i ve
pioneers  of postal
instruction.

If you need technical training, our advice
on anj’ matter concerning your work and your
career is yours for the asking— free and with-
out obligation. Let us send you full information
regarding the subject in which you are specially
in t e re s t ed .  DON’T  DELAY.  Make
“ACTION** your watchword.

The  successful man DOES to -day  what
the  fai lure INTENDS doing to -morrow.
Write to  us  TO-DAY.

Special terms for members of H.M.  Forces
and discharged disabled members of H.M.  Armed Forces

YOU MAY USE THIS COUPON x. ____________
(Penny stamp on unsealed envelope)

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept* 218, International Buildings, Kingsway, London W.C,2

Please send me the Syllabus of your Courses in

Name .............................................................. Age .................

Address............................................. „ . . . . .
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STAMP ADVERTISEMENTS
(See abo pager 102 and 104) MECCANO

MAGAZINE
Registered at G.P.O., London, for transmission by

Canadian Magazine Post.
EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICE:

. LIVERPOOL 13, ENGLAND.
Telegrams: '’Meccano, Liverpool.”

Readers' Sales and Wants. Private advertisements
(Le., not trade) are charged Id. per word, minimum 1/- .
Cash with order. Readers' advertisements are pub-
lished as soon as possible; inclusion in the first issue
after receiving them cannot be guaranteed.

Small Advertisements. 1 /8  per line (average seven
words to the line), or 20/- per inch (average 12 lines
to the inch). Cash with order.

Display. Quotations for space bookings, and latest
net sale figures, will be sent on request.

CTAIADC worth having, 25 Free to applicants
~ I MPF i rw  for m y famous Stamps, Sets and
Singles. Incudes Virgin ls„ St. Helena, Bermuda,
Mauritius, ' Bechuanaland. Without approvals, 9d.
S. H. FLEMING. Newhavrn. Glyn Avenue, COLWYN BAY

3 Unused MAURITIUS FREE!
This attractive set will be presented entirely
free to serious approval applicants. Only
one gift to each applicant. Write to-day,
and enclose 2id. stamp. Postal Business only.

25 dij. Egypt l z-. 15 Iraq 9d.
W. LE MERCIER. 58 .  LUMSDEN AVE., SOUTHAMPTON

TO ALL PURCHASING
OUR BARGAIN PACKS

• NEW ZEALAND 1944 Health Issue given with
50  Brilliant Mint British Colonial Stamps for 3'11

---------------------- Post Free
• 5 FOREIGN SCARCE MINT given free with
40  Brilliant Mint Free French Colonials for 2'U

---------------------- Post Free

ABSOLUTELY FREE
Large amount of Hornby Rolling Stock; Accessories;

Dinky Toys; Meccano Parts; and Lotts Bricks; all as
new. Send wants lists to—J .  Seeley, 2, Fir *Tree
Cottages, St ret ton-under-Fosse, Rugby.

"Gazeetter" Book; Children’s Pictorials; Boys’
Papers; Id. each.—Mr. J .  Robson, 9, Hedgefield
Avenue, Blaydon-on-Tyne.

Stamps: 2/6, 5/-, 10/- Packets of Modern British
Colonials; splendid value; money back if dissatisfied.
Postage appreciated.—M. J .  Dench, 19, Tabor Gar-
dens, Cheam, Surrey.

WANTS
Two or Three Hornby Dublo Coaches; also Electric

Points and Track in good condition.— R. O. Baker,
125, Plains Avenue, Maidstone.

Hornby - Dublo Clockwork Tank Locomotive,
L.N.E.R.; only good condition.—Edgar, "Fort hill/'
Ewanfield, Crieff.

"Meccano Magazines," any year from 1925 to 1932,
inclusive; good condition.— Ferguson, Broadway,
Exmouth (Devon).

Meccano Gears and following Catalogue Numbers:
8, 8A, 18B, 22, 59, 63, 114, 115, 142C, 147, 148, 162,
163, 168, 169, 171, 197, 216, — Darling, 21, Tabor
Gardens, Cheam, Surrey. f

Urgent, Hornby Dublo and Trix Electric Engines;
Rails; Points; Accessories; send particulars.—Jennings,
Kanda, Myddleton Road, Ware, Herts,

Trix Points, Hand or Electric; also Goods Rolling
Stock (N.E.).—J .  Twell, Maud Foster, Horncastle
Road, Boston, Lincs.

Meccano No. 6 in good condition, 15/-.—D. Hay-
wood, Normuns Heath, Tamworth, Staffs.

As perfect condition as possible, " M.M.'s’* No. I to
15 inclusive; Dec. 1922, Feb., May 1923; 3/- each
copy; write first.— F. G. Reynolds, 30, Portland
Avenue, Sidcup, Kent.

In good condition, Gauge "0” Two Tank Locomo-
tives, 4-4-2 and 4-4-0, Clockwork; One No. 1 Special
Clockwork Tank Locomotive; Six Open Trucks; Four
No. 2 Saloon Coaches; and One Guard’s Van; all L.M.S,
Send particulars to— P. Rogers, Grove Road, Havant,
Hants.

Hornby Dublo or Trix Electric Locomotive, Rolling
Stock, Kails and Points.—Ward, 88, Priory Avenue,
Hastings.

One Gauge ”0" Left-hand Electric Point; state
price to— L. Manning, 39, Holbrook Avenue, Rugby,
Warwickshire.

Will Exchange Dublo Wagons and Vans for Dublo
Coaches; few for sale. Offers to—E. Moss, 136, Dill
Hall Lane, Church, Lancashire.

Send Postal Order  to GOODE of 19. Clifton Rd.. RUGBY
YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED with these STAMPS

STAMPS catalogued 6/6, 2/6, penny each! Approval,
postage, J. Baguley, 22, Lawnsway, Romford.

AUSTRALIANS - CHEAP
15 K.G.V including 1/4 value ................... 1/6
15 1937-42 incl. scarce and obsolete values . . .  1/6
10 1932-40 commcmorativcs ................................. l i d .
7 1937-42 Zoo pictorials . ............................ 9d.
3 picts. 1932 6d. and IL. 1934 1/6 8d.

The 50 stamps (cat, 13’/-) if ordered together
5/- post free.

With other orders 2fd. postage must be sent.
HELY HUTCHINSON, Kents Bank, GRANGE-OVER-SANDS

ABC.  LOCOMOTIVE BOOKS MAIL ORDER DEPT.
33 ,  Knollys Road, S.W.16

Now available. L.M.S. Locomotives . . .  2/2
Titans of the Track (L.M.S.) 1/8
G.W.R, Locomotives . . .  1 /8
London Transport Services 2 i2
Titans of the Track (S.R.) Ill
McIntosh Locos. CaledoalanRIy. 3 8
A.B.C, Wallets ................... l / l  1

L.N.E.R. Locomotives out of print—
cannot be booked.

READERS' SALES AND WANTS
SALES

Nearly 700 Foreign Stamps; cat. price £3/15/-.
Offers.—Fry, 95, Horsley Road, Chandlers Ford, Hants.

“M.M.’s" 1937-1943; 1937, 1940, 1941, 1942 in
Binders; four issues missing. First 50/- secures; car-
riage inclusive.—C. Morrell, 3, Selboume Place,
Minehead, Somerset.

Dublo Electric Passenger Equipment, good condition,
worth £9; Meccano No. 2 Car Outfit; "M.M.'s" April
’39 to December ’43 (seven '40’s missing). Offers r —
Moulden, 29, Longwood Avenue, Bingley, Yorks.

Hornby Electric Trains, Gauge "0,"  in perfect con-
dition.— Mason, 215, Magdalen Road, London S.W.18.

35 mm. Films from 4/-;  Westerns, etc.; stamp list. —
J .  Gray "Lynhurst,” Bannockburn Road, Stirling.
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When Peace comes
The  techn ica l  sk i l l  wh i ch  has enab led  us t o
produce a vast amount  o f  e lect r ica l  and
mechanical  equ ipment  for the Forces w i l l

be  devo ted  t o  the product ion of

High-eff iciency
ELECTRICAL, SCIENTIFIC

AND MECHANICAL MODELS
including

Electric Motors  & Dynamos
Electrical Out f i ts ,  Transformers

Stat ionary S team Engines
STUDENTS' MICROSCOPES

TELESCOPES, e tc .
A l l  e lectr ical ,  scientific, and  mechanica l
mode ls  w i l l  be made  t o  the  h ighest
specifications and  subject to t he  same r i g i d
inspect ion  as ou r  war - t ime  products.  Our
plans are we l l  advanced and  product ion
w i l l  beg in  as soon as the  necessary mater ia ls

and labour are avai lable.

SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT LTD
Mer i t  House ,  Southgate  Road

Pot te rs  Bar ,  M idd lesex
Putters Bar  3133.  'Qrams; "SEL, Potters Bar"

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO BUILD SHIPS?
Then here is your chance — with the
help of Hamleys’ shipbuilding kits,
complete with drawings and instruc-
tions, you can make perfect models of
the following Old-Timers:

The Britannia (9 in. hull) 15L.
The Bounty (9 in. hull) 12 f6.
The Cutty Sark {81 in. hull) 10 f6.
The Viking hi. hull) 10z6.

Packing and postage 7d.  extra.

O r  i f  your fancy runs to  modern ships, you can
make  a model  R .A .F .  h i gh  speed rescue launch
(scale 1110“ to 1 f t . )  which floats when  made  up ,
pr ice  4/- ,  pack ing  and  postage 3d. ex t ra .

CHctAwCeqb
I»C« IJOO J

H AM LEY* BROTHERS * LTD
200 -202 ,  REGENT ST., LONDON W.1

(Our  on ly  address) .  Tel. Regent 3J61
Send i n  i tamp j  for full l ist of aeroplane

and warship kits and plans.

These books are for
Amateur Photographers

Send us your name and address and enclose 3d. in stamps for
the following. A booklet entitled Home Photography. This
will teach you how to develop your own negatives, how to
make prints on gaslight or bromide paper and how to
make enlargements. Well-known experts have written full,
easy-to-follow directions on these subjects. Then there is a
folder giving the Time and Temperature tables for dish or tank
development with AZOL and a lot of useful hints about the
use of this famous one solution Developer. The other booklet
is a fully illustrated list of chemicals, sundries and accessories
which will be helpful to you in your hobby.

FOR 3d. IN STAMPS WE WILL SEND
YOU THESE THREE PUBLICATIONS

SPECIAL
TRIAL OFFER

For 2/3 P.O. Johnsons
will send you post free
{G.B. only) a trial set
of Chemicals, including
I-oz. bottle of AZOL,
to develop eight spools
21 in.  by t n .  4 -or.
fm  ACID - FIXING
making 30 - 60 ox.
solution, one packet
AMIDOL DEVELO-
PER, enough for 2 to
3 dos. bromide or

gaslight prints.
See  your  loca l
dea le r  fo r  any
fur ther  supplies

To save time, be sure you mark your envelope E/M Department
JOHNSON & SONS Manufacturing Chemists LTD., HENDON, LONDON N .W.4

EstaMuhed 1743
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We  are sorry that
we  cannot supply
these famous toys
to-day, but they
will be  ready for
you again aftei
the war .  Look
out for the good
times coming I

Meccano Limited
Binns Road

Liverpool 13

★ MECCANO
★ DINKY TOYS. . . .
★ DUBLO TRAINS .
★ HORNBY TRAINS

PUBLISHED uv MECCANO LTD.,  B i s s s  Ruxt>, LiVEKPOOt 13, Es  LAJto
Pr tW by /ohn Waddington Lid., Lttds and London,
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